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Summary of the Project

The research objectives are:

1. To develop and study modelocked lasers as sources for fast optical

signal processing.

2. To assess all aspects of picosecond optoelectronic devices based on

transient photoconductivity effect as signal processors.

Within these general and broad objectives, we have undertaken the followinA

areas of research tasks:

1. Measure the time evolution of the active media in a modelocked laser to

understand the fundamental pulse generation mechanism.

2. Develop compact, high-power sources of short pulses using semiconductor

laser diode arrays and neodvmium:phosphate glass for signal processing.

3. Generate electric pulses which are in complete synchronization with the

optical pulses both in pulsed and cw modes.

The progress to date is summarized as follows:

1. Experimental confirmation has been made of the pulse formation

mechanism in a laser modelocked by a slow saturable absorber as pro-

posed by New and Haus.

2. We have shown analytically and experimentally that the degree of

coherence is the same in a diode laser whether modelocked or single-

mode at the same power.

3. The continuously operating phosphate Nd:glass laser has been modelocked

for the first time ever to generate 7 ps pulses. We have also success-

fully amplified these pulses to 5 wJ/pulse at 500 Hz rate.



*4. A new optoelectronic cw microwave source up to 20 GHz which can be

completely phase-controlled by picosecond optical pulses has been

demonstrated.

5. Two composite picosecond photoconductors, GaAs on SOS (silicon-on-

sapphire) and ]nGaAs, have been developed in collaboration with MIT

Lincoln Lab.

6. GaAs picosecond switches have been used as analog-to-digital converter

with over 30 db dynamic range achieved.

7. Pulsed RF signals down to one cycle have been optically generated.

8. A diode laser array has been injection-locked with a single diode

laser. Modelocking of the array by injection locking to generate high

power picosecond pulses is expected shortly.

9. A diamond optoelectronic switch has been fabricated which can be acti-

vated by a simple, low-energy nitrogen laser.

Since most of the results have been published in scientific journals, we

shall describe each project very briefly on the following pages. The list of

publications for each project is included as part of the project description

while the reprints and/or preprints of the published works are enclosed as

appendices which should be regarded as an integral part of this final technical

report.
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Project Descr iptions

1. The Coherence Property of a Modelocked Laser.

A coherence property of a modelocked laser was predicted and experimentally

verified. A modelocked laser's coherence is not degraded despite its broad

bandwidth; in fact, at the same average power, a laser has exactly the same

degree of coherence whether operating single-mode or modelocked. This is an

extension of the Schawlow-Townes formula to a multimode case. For the semi-

conductor laser used in the experiment, the electric fields of over 1,000 pulses

were correlated.

Publications:

1. P.-T. Ho, "Amplitudes and Phase Fluctuations in a Modelocked Laser,"

IEEE J. Quan. Elec., QE-21, 1806 (1985) (Appendix 1).

2. D. W. Rush, G. L. Burdge and P.-T. Ho, "The Linewidth of a Modelocked

Semiconductor Laser Caused by Spontaneous Emission: Experimental

Comparison to Single-Mode Operation," IEEE J. Quan. Elec., QE-22, 2(_A

(1986) (Appendix 2).

3. D. W. Rush, P.-T. Ho, G. L. Burdge, "The Linewidth of a Modelocked

Semiconductor Laser Caused by Spontaneous Emission: Experimental

Comparison with Single Mode Operation," 10th IEEE International Semi-

conductor Laser Conference, Oct. 14-17, 1986, Kanazawa, Japan.

2. Pulse Formation Dynamics in a Dye Laser Modelocked by a Slow Saturahle

Absorber.

'S Experimental data have been obtained which support the pulse formation

mechanism in a femtosecond pulse dye laser proposed by New and laus. This is

the first experimental study of the pulse formation in this laser and should

facilitate the design of other short-pulse lasers on the same principle.

3
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Publications:

1. Y. X. Wu, L. A. Vitoria, T. N. Ding, X. H. Shyy, and P.-T. Ho,

"Experimental Verification of New's and Haus's Theories of Modelocking

by a Slow Saturable Absorber," 1987 International Conference on Lasers,

Nov. 15-19, 1987, Xiamen, P.R. China (Appendix 3).

2. Y. X. Wu, P.-T. Ho, "Pulse Formation Dynamics in a Dye Laser Modelocked

by a Slow Saturable Absorber," in preparation.

3. Diamond Optoelectronic Switch.

An optoelectronic switch was fabricated of diamond, which could be

efficient!- activated by a simple nitrogen laser or an excimer laser. The

switch, made of inexpensive type Ila industrial diamond, is specially well-

suited for high voltage and high power applications [1]. Our switch measured

0.1 mm x 5 mm x 5 mm, with gold sputtered on 2 mm diameter spots on the 2 larger

surfaces for electrical contact. High voltage was applied via a transmission

line, and an ultraviolet laser beam was focused on one side for switching

(Fib. 1). Fig. 2 shows some typical data. Note that in Fig. 2a, the lowest

resistivity achieved is 7 x CO -4 cm, at least 10 lower than the lower limit

of the dark resistivity (1016 2 cm); and in Fig. 2b, the theoretical switch-out

fraction is 50 percent.

Further development in the switch is underway.

4. High-Power Diode Laser Arrays.

A high-power laser diode array system has been designed and constructed in

a compact and rugged package of Selfoc lenses (Fig. 3). The resonator was made

.- up of two Selfoc lenses (glass rods whose refractive index decreases radially

" .from the axis). The end surfaces of the lenses were reflection-coated so that

with the cleaved faces of the diode, the resonator had four reflective surfaces

4
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(Fig. 3). This kind of resonator is very frequency-selective and has very high

Q. The output from the system was monitored with both a grating spectrometer

and a Fabry-Perot to ensure single-frequency operation. The linewidth of the

output was measured with a fiber interferometer [2]. The difference of optical

paths in the fiber interferometer determines its resolution, which in our case

was 70 kHz. Figure 4 shws a spectrum; the sidebands at 70 kHz are in accordance

with theory when the linewidth is much smaller than the resolution of 70 kHz.

More accurate measurements are underway.

In another experiment, a cw array was injection-locked by a cw single-diode

laser. Modelocking of the injection-locked array is underway.

Publication:

J.-S. Wey and P.-T. Ho, "Narrow-linewidth, single-mode diode-array laser

with a compact resonator," in preparation.

5. Theory of Modelocking in Extended Media.

Existing theories of modelocking are either numerical in nature or ignore

propagating effects in the active media in an effort to obtain analytical

results. The former tend to lose physical insight, and the latter are not

realistic. We have developed a theory of passive modelocking with a saturable

absorber, including propagation in the active media. The functional form of the

pulses generated was found to be hyperbolic secant, and stability conditions,

worse than in the limit of thin media, were also obtained in close forms.

Publication:

P.-T. Ho, "A theory of passive modelocking with extended media," in

preparation.

6. Hi h Repetition Rate Nd:phosphate Glass Oscillator and Regenerative
Aplifier System.

The continuously operating phosphate Nd:glass laser has been modelocked

V. 5
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for the first time ever; 7 ps pulses have been generated. The potential of thi;

laser to generate subpicosecond pulses is obvious by using optical pulse

compression technique.

We have succeeded in amplifying the pulse by using a regenerative

amplifier. A regenerative amplifier of similar construction as the oscillator

can provide ten microjoules of energy per pulse at kilohertz repetition rate.

Furthermore, pulses can be compressed by an optical fiber and a grating Fair

dow7 to the femtosecond region. Such a laser system should have many applica-

tions in science and technology.

We have demonstrated the first operation of a cw-pLrped Nd:phosphate cla-

regenerative amplifier which amplifies the output from a cw modelocked

Nd:phosphate glass laser [3]. Because of the broad spectral bandwidth, the

Nd:phosphate glass regenerative amplifier is ideal for the generation of short

laser pulses. Similar work with a Nd:YAG regenerative amplifier has been

reported earlier t4,5]. In that work, the authors amplified 100 picosecond

pulses. kithourh similar in design, the amplifier investigated in our

laboratory has both broad spectral bandwidths and high repetition rates.

By injecting the 20 pJ, 20 picosecond pulses from a cw modelocked

Nd:phosphate glass laser into a cw-pumped Nd:phosphate glass regenerative

amplifier, we have amplified these pulses 4 x 105 times to 10 i.J at a 501, Hz

repetition rate.

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the regenerative amplifier. A 2 x 15 x 2; m-.

Nd:phosphate glass slab (Schott LG 760) provides the gain. To ensure perfor-

mance at high repetition rates, the Nd:phosphate glass slab is pumped longitu-

dinally by the cw output at 514 nm from an argon ion laser. We focus the pump

beam to about 0.13 mm diameter in the slab. The regenerative amplifier cavity

is constructed from two high-reflection coated plane parallel mirrors and an

6
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f = 85 mm focusing lens. The intracavitv IR beam size in the gain mediu-

matches the pump beam size to maximize pumping efficiency. Such a cavity design

also gies a large stability range for flexibility in adjusting cavity para-

meters such as beam sizes and cavity length. A single intracavity Packels cell

serves to trap the injected pulse and later dump it out of the regenerative

amplifier. Phase locking of the regenerative amplifier and the injected mode-

locked pulse is maintained by driving the Pockels cell at a frequency of 500 Hz

downshifted from the 50 MHz frequency of the intracavity acousto-optic modulator

of the cw modelocked Nd:phosphate glass laser.

The bear. waist of the oscillator is imaged by a lens to match the lar 7r

*amplifier waist. This maintains a high energy contrast ratio of the initial

injected pulse to the spontaneous emission from the amplifier and minimizes the

amplified spontaneous emission.

Measurements with a streak camera of the width of the amplified pulses

yield 5' ps. Although the 50u Hz repetition rate is presently limited by the

Pockels cell, the cw pump scheme should allow a 2 KHz repetition rate. The

detailed description of the research findings can be found in the followino

publications.

Publications:

I. S. A. Strobel, P.-T. Ho, Chi H. Lee, and G. L. Burdge, "Continuous Wav,

Mode-Locked NeodYmitrr Phosphate Glass Laser," Appl. Phys. Letts. Z5,

pp. -171-11712, 1984. (Appendix 4).

2. L. Yan, J. D. Ling, P.-T. Ho, and Chi H. Lee, "Picosecond Pulse Genter-

ation from a CW Nd:Phosphate Glass Laser," Ultrafast Phenomena V, Ed-.

G. R. Fleming and A. E. Siegman, Springer-Verlag, pp. 30-32, June 19).

3. L. Yan, J. D. Ling, P.-T. Ho, and Chi H. Lee, "Picosecond-pulse gener-

ation from a continuous-wave neodymitmn:phosphate glass laser," nptic;

Lett. Vol. 11, pp. 502-503, Aug. 1986. (Appendix 5)
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4. L. Yan, J. D. Ling, P.-T. Ho, Chi H. Lee, and G. L. Burdge, "High

Repetition Rate Nd:Phosphate Glass Regenerative Amplifier," presented

at CLEO '87, June 1987.

5. L. Yan, J. D. Ling, P.-T. Ho, Chi H. Lee, and G. L. Burdge, "An

Actively Mode-Locked Continuous-Wave Nd:Phosphate Glass Laser Oscil-

lator and Regenerative Amplifier," accepted for publication in a

special issue of the IEEE J. of Quan. Elec. on Ultrafast Optics and

Electronics. (Appendix ,)

7. X'D Converter and Parallel Processing Using GaAs Photoconductive Switch .

Figure 6 shows the basic arrangement of a multi-channel A/D array to carry

out parallel processin4. The key element is the track and hold sampling devict.

based on the picosecond optoelectronic switch. The signal to be sampled (V_) j,.11d

distributed to M. channels and time multiplexed sampling is performed by illuMi--

natinc the individual photocondgctive gap with time multiplexed picosecond lilct

ps' es. 'he output of eacl. switch is proportional to V (t), where t corresponds
a

to the instant timt, ot samnlinz. This signal is stored by the holding capacit-r

Ch and will be pr,,cess;ed electronically by a slower quantizer. In order to US(

such a type of device for the multi-channel processor, the fundamental device

parameters must be measured. The efficiency and the bandwidth of the switch are

two of the most important parameters. The dynamic range of the switch must al-Kbe established by experimental measurements. We have performed such measure-

ments.

The output si4nals from the switch were measured by both a sampling scopt,

(Tektronix 7834 with 7S11 and S-4 sampling head) and an HP 8569B spectru

analyzer. Various GaAs switches have been characterized. Among these, we

selected one non-ion-implanted GaAs 2() wm switch because it has the best figure

of merit. It is found that the output voltage varies linearly with bias voltarv

i N
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over 3 orders of magnitude for a constant laser power (Fig. 7). For a given

bias voltage, the output voltage saturates as a function of the laser intensity

with I = 1.8 kw/cm
2

~s

•.. . The switch characteristics were tested at 0.58 wm from a Quantronix dye

laser (Rodamine 6G) which was punped by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser. The

pulse width from the dye laser was 3 ps, as measured by an Inrad auto-

correlator. Here, the switch out efficiency did not change significantly, but

the switch response width showed a larger broadening as a function of the DC

bias voltage for a given laser power.

To use this switch, we apply a 50 MHz synchronized AC signal with 18:., n:

amplitude on the switch as the test signal. When a 100 MHz green light

*O irradiates on the switch, we observe one positive and one negative sampled

signal. By adjusting the optical delay, we sampled the 50 MHz signal (10 cm of
'p

- optical delay correspond to a change of 0.66 ns in sampling time) (Fig. 8). Bv

using the HP 8569B spectrur analyzer, a laser power of less than a millivatt was

needed to sample the signal. Because the Fourier component at 100 MHz is

... canceled from both positive and negative signals, the output Fourier component

at 150 MHz was utilized for measurement.

This technique can be used to sample a waveform in the multigigahertz

frequency range. The testing waveform has to be in complete time synchroniza-

tion with the optical pulses. This has been accomplished in our laboratory. We

are able to generate both a multigigahertz pulsed and cw signal by using only a

single picosecond optoelectronic switch. To sample such a high frequency wave-

, form, a fast switch with a response time of it ps or less is needed. Currently,

we are developing such a switch with high sensitivity under a joint contract

with COMSAT awarded by MIT Lincoln Laboratory investigating a high performance

photomixer at l0 GHz. These mixers are also based on photoconductive switch

9
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technology. The technology developed under the Lincoln Laboratory contract car

be applied directly to fabricate a multi-channel device for testing the idea of

the time multiplexing signal processing scheme using ADC's.

In addition, a modelocked laser diode array can be used as the light sour,,

to perform the optically activated sampling since it has been found that th.

sampling can be carried out with less than one milliwatt of laser power.

8. A New Optoelectronic CW Microwave and Millimeter-Wave Source.

Ultrafast switcning utilizing picosecond photoconductors finds many ap>-

cations, including optoelectronic sampling and characterization of high spek-:

electronic devices [b. One of the major areas of application that has not he,

explored is in microwave and millimeter-wave generation and control. The

jitter-free switching characteristic of these devices is very promising sinces

the microwave or millimeter-wave signals can be generated in complete time

synchronization with the exciting optical pulses. The time synchronization

opens the way to unique applications. For example, it becomes possible to use

optoelectronic techniques to modulate the cw microwave allowing it to carry

information at a very high rate (up to 2u GHz). Another potentially powerful

application is in phased array antennas, where the central issue is to provic,-

the correct phase and amplitude at each element of the array in a manner wl ic!

allows rapid scanning.

We were able to generate a low-noise 19.76 GHz signal at -19 db:r that was

in phase synchronization with a 1(0 MHz laser. This signal was visible or a

Tektronix sampling scope. We used light from a frequency-doubled iK Mhz YA.

. laser on a voltage-biased, 5 micron, silicon damaged, silicon-on-sapphire ph, t ,-

conductive switch to create a 1O(i MHz voltage pulse train. This voltagt wave-

form acts as something of a comb generator with frequency components occurrinc.

at every harmonic of IUU MHz, starting at IOu MHz and extending beyond 4o (H;:.

I (b"" 10

% %%



The highest power is in the lowest frequencies, and the power slowly tails off

in the higher frequency ranges. At 19.7b GHz, this switch can produce a -36 dbr

signal.

For the purposes of this experiment, the signal is only useful if it can be

used to produce a relatively noise-free voltage sine wave. Therefore, the 4u''-

plus other harmonics must be eliminated. This was done in two ways. First, an

elliptical bandpass filter centered around 19.76 GHz was placed after the photo-

conductive switch. This yielded a minimum of 33 db attenuation for all the

frequencies less than 22 GHz while only attenuating 19.76 GHz by 1.236 db. of

special value is its ability to suppress the two clcsest harmonics, 19.66 and

19.8b GHz, by 3 db. between 22 and 40 GHz, this filter has two unwanted pass-

bands centered around 22.84 and 31.24 GHz. The oscillogram of the spectral com-

. ponent of the 2t) GHz signal is shown in Fig. 9.

COMISAT supplied a three-stage amplifier with a gain of 21 db at 19.76 GHz.

It was also designed to attenuate 22.84 GHz by 12.6 db and 31.24 GHz by 30 db.

W" This effectively eliminarted all the remaining unwanted frequencies.

Tht: detailed technical description can be found in Appendix 7.

Publicat ions:

I. C. J. Clark, E. A. Chauchard, K. Webb, K. Zaki, Chi H. Lee, P. Polak-

Dingels, H.-L. A. Huang, and Ho C. Huang, "Generation of CW Microwavet

by an Optoelectronic Technique," the llth International Conference o-

Infrared and Millimeter Waves, pp. 605-608, Pisa, Italy, Oct. 20-2 ,

2. C. J. Clark, E. A. Chauchard, K. Webb, K. Zaki, Chi H. Lee, P. PoiaK-

Dingels, H. A. Hung, and Ho W. Huang, A New Optoelectronic CW MicrowavE.

A.- Source," the Topical Meeting on Picosecond Electronics and Opto-

electronics, Tech. Digest, pp. 176-178, Jan. 1987.
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FIGURE 9 20 GHz Signal
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-, 3. C. J. Clark, E. A. Chauchard, K. J. Webb, K. Zaki, Chi H. Lee,

P. Polak-Dingels, H.-L. A. Hung, and H. C. Huang, -Investigation o! a

New Optoelectronic CW Microwave Source," IEEE/OSA J. of Lightwave

* .Technology, Vol. LT-5, pp. 388-397: March 1987. (Appendix 7)

9. Picosecond Optoelectronic Switches Using Composite ElectronicMaterial.

-$' Since the discovery of picosecond photoconductivity, optoelectronic

switches made from a variety of materials have been studied. A great number of

applications have already been recognized and many new techniques depend on tn>

availability of ultrafast (picosecond) devices. In collaboration with MIT

Lincoln Laboratory, we have investigate: the use of artificially structured

electronic materials for picosecond optoelectronic switches. The two svitches

using composite electronic materials studied in this work are Fe-doped InGaAs

grown in InP substrates and GaAs on a silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) substrate. The

* semi-insulatin- character of the Fe:InGaAs epilayer makes it very attractive for

fabrication ot integrated devices such as PIN photodetectors and FETs. This

2
material also exhibits a very high mobility (0000 cm /Vs) and a photosensiti-

vity extending up to 1.65 -or. The GaAs on SOS is of interest for the monolithic

integration of GaAs and silicon devices where, for example, a GaAs FET could be

-'. integrated on a silicon wafer. This process takes advantage of the mature Si

technology and the availability of low cost high quality silicon wafers. There,

is also an interest in using SOS as substrate because it provides better isola-

tion and it is transparent. The silicon-sapphire interface exhibits a high

density of defects, allowing faster devices to be fabricated. In our experi-

ment, the sapphire substrate was used for mechanical strength. Whatever thc

material, the fabrication of a switch by deposition of metallic electrodes makes

it possible to determine the switch characteristics and possible applications a

well as to test the material's optical properties.

12
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The study of device speed often reveals several phenomena which can appear

as distinct time constants in the observed time waveform. The attribution of

each of these different time constants to a particular cause is difficult and

often inaccurate. One can classify the phenomena contributing to the speed of

the device in two main categories: carier recombination times (bulk recombina-

tion, surface recombination, Auger recombination, etc.) and effects related to

the applied electric field (carrier sweep-out). In addition, two other effects

can contribute to the observed time waveform: contact fabrication plays a role

because of the formation of a Schottky barrier at the metal-semiconductor inter-

face, and optical intensity which can saturate the switch and lead to slower

response times.

We present a study of the effect of applied electric field on the speed of

the device. We point out the distintion between the true carrier recombination

time, which is independent of the field, and the so-called "carrier sweep-out

effect" due to the field-induced movement of the carriers. Measurement of the

sweep-out time allows us to calculate the effective field in the material.

Because of the carrier screening of the field, the effective field is much

smaller than the field expected from the applied voltage. The detailed techni-

cal description is contained in Appendix 8.

Publications:

1. E. A. Chauchard, Chi H. Lee, V. Diadiuk, and G. W. Turner, "Picosecond

Optoelectronic Switches Using Composite Electronic Materials," Digest

and Proceedings of OSA Topical Meeting on Picosecond Electronics and

Optoelectronics, Lake Tahoe, Jan. 1987.

2. E. A. Chauchard, Chi H. Lee, V. Diadiuk, and G. W. Turner, "Fe:InGaAs

Picosecond Optoelectronic Switches," submitted to the J. of Applied

Physics. (Appendix 8)
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10. Generation and Forming of Ultrashort High Voltage Pulses.

High voltage pulse-forming utilizing spark gaps is a mature field.

However, problems associated with synchronizing spark gap switching in the pi,-

second regime limit its application. A new approach, developed over the past

few years, is to use laser controlled photoconductive switches in generatinlz

ultrashort high voltage pulses [7]. The use of photoconductive switches

achieves picosecond synchronization and very long lifetimes. Furthermore, such

switches can be readily incorporated into various types of pulse generating and

forming structures. We report here on an investigation of the performance of

various types of high voltage generating structures with photoconductive

switches. These include Biimleins (with multiple switches), Marx banks, stacked

lines, and L.C. generators in coaxial, microstrip, and coplanar geometries.

Hi n voltage pulses with picosecond rise and fall times were generated and moni-

tored using Pockels cells monolithically integrated with the pulse-forming

structure,. Using dc charged voltage multiplication circuits, up to 5 kv was

generated in nanosecond pulses. Also, 5 kv peak to peak RF single cycle pulses

were generated using a similar multiplication circuit. This type of RF pulses

has impirtant applications in high resolution radar systems [8].

Representative data are shown in Fig. 10. The pulse generator consisted of

a 5 mm microstrip structure, with composite GaAs-glass dielectric with GaAs as

the switcl whjsu effective round trip length is 100 picoseconds. The microstrip

is biased to 2 kv dc. The observation of the electrical pulse was made using a

miniature homemade longitudinal Pockels electro-optic modulator. The electro-

optic material used was KD*i. A, active-passive modelocked Nd:YAG laser was

used to general 20. W of 0.53 zn radiation with 35 picoseconds pulsewidth.

Each optical pulse was split into two pulses, one going through the Pockels cell

so as to probe the electrical pulse, the other optical pulse was used to trigger

''4
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the GaAs photoconductive switch. By varying the optical delay between the

probing and switching pulses, we have monitored the generated electrical pulses.

In Fig. 10, we show the transmission of the 0.53 WM radiation through the

Pockels cell as a function of delay between the probe and switch pulses. Tue

maximum transmission is 10 percent, corresponding to -1kv pulse. This is

consistent with the bias on the microstrip. Note that the full width at half

maximum is 100 picoseconds corresponding to the electrical pulse width.

A problem inherent in dc voltage holding switches is the necessity for gap

separation to increase with the magnitude of the voltage held off. Photo-

conductive switches are prone to the same problem. On the other hand, practical

design considerations, e.g., maintaining a matched impedance throughout the

switch area and minimizing stray inductance and capacitance effects, become more

difficult as the gap length increases. Furthermore, the energy in the optical

pulse required to trigger the photoconductive switch increases as the gap length

squared. Hence, there are practical limitations on the charging voltage when dc

biased. We are examining multistage schemes of V generation, where a high

voltage of relatively short pulsewidth, -10 nanoseconds, is used to charge the

pulse generating and forming structures. Since the bias voltage remains for a

short time, overbiasing the photoconductive switches can be maintained without

breakdown, thus avoiding the problems mentioned above. A single optical pulse,

split into two, can be used to trigger the voltage pulse so as to charge the HV

generating structure, which in turn is triggered by the optical pulse generating

high voltage picosecond pulses. This technique will also allow us to examine

breakdown phenomena, as the photoconductive switches are biased to higher

voltages.

The voltage multiplication structures use the principle of parallel

charging and series discharging of pulse-forming lines [9]. Marx banks require

15
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a switch per stage, whereas only one switch may be used for the entire stacked

line structure. We have constructed 3-stage coaxial stacked line structures

capable of generating 5 nanosecond pulses with GaAs as the photoconductivi

switch. With 2.5 kv dc bias, pulses up to 5 kv were obtained. The efficiencv

- is limited by the laser energy and the short carrier lifetime of the GaAs switch

(-I nanosecond). A modified version of this circuit generates single-cvcle PY

*" pulses with peak to peak voltage of 5 kv.

In summary, we have discussed the generation, shaping, and monitorini of

high voltage picosecond pulses using pulse-forming techniques in conjunction

with photoconductive switches integrated with electro-optical probes.

Publications:

1. H. A. Sayadian, S. T.Feng, J. Goldhar,and Chi H. Lee, "Generation and

Forming of Ultrafast High Voltage Pulses," Digest of the Second Topical
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Tahoe, Jan. 1987.

2. H. A. Sayadian, 1. G. Li, and Chi H. Lee, "Generation of Kilowatt /

Kilovolt Broadband Microwave Bursts with a Single Picosecond Photo-

conductive Switch," IEEE MTT-S International .Microwave Svmposiu

Digest, pp. 649-652, June 1987. (Appendix 9)

% 3. Chi H. Lee, "Optical Generation and Control of Microwaves and

V-. Millimeter-Waves," invited paper at the IEEE MTT-S International

Microwave Symposium Digest, pp. 811-814, June 1987.
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Phase and Amplitude Fluctuations in a
Mode-Locked Laser

tb'erati It linparismio' are: made ti( the phase- and Amplitude tiuttna- brIkoadein and cti e mode I&It)locking I nho~nn i2en e inN bi) aid-

lions pf a laser %then it qpvratevs single mnode and A~hen it is mode. locked CflIiflg and Inode lockine h\ Naturable absorber' %kill be dIN-
saith the Nante tottal a'eragc posat-r. Despite the much foster signal-to)- c~eii eto
'p spita nt-pum cnissit ,. ii t ratioi ofl the moide- locked fase r, the Ii nest itt h IN( I S ,t n I

lof eath lot the lockedl modes is the satie as that of the single rniide. [he* Ihe plan m this pap~er N, IN hfllass s thle filain results are

Jflipstuatilmn oft the totial inttnsitl of the moi~de-locked laser, aapd the surnlli iaiid in Sc.tion 11 the actual densatlwtiN are in
linestidrh enhanivement rctor due to intensitN fluctuatioin a' ret-ntlb Sclton 111i - thih mnar he skipped to SCtronF I\V for ph' sical
anal h In % eirare the uit:e in both cases. eiiplanat loris and disc'ussions.

I I \ [ I ki 0I, t t 1) 11 R islt Ii

R) I (\s 11 .nIltef't InI laser mesid~lktlis has been resur1- In a mlode-l~cked laser. ste hase found the ftillp(ssinc.

IX :ei! espeWII all I NIII en ilco C luca latsers ( )neI o~hs itLIN I Random Iuctitations such as spontaneousN ermiNsion tir

is lie applcthlit Niiiican1dra-tilr laser, InI con11iiiiui- cahlengthI jitter are ineltective tn causingv changes fit (the
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spntaneous emission A*s is standard in oscillator lini.~width
*calculations 1151. I111. the noise-free amplitudes and phases

are subjected to the added perturbations in lineari/ed equal-
tion. I'hc approach taken here is, mathenmaticallN equiksalent
ito the "supermode" anialxsis of Itaken and Pauthier 1171 and -7L
oft Haus 11IX1. I1191, hut \Ae' feel that in treating the more famil- W,[- 4')

iar ihidual caiitt\ mode amnplitUdes and phase,,. the Under- l.KT)

I> incv mechanisms responsible for mew ~idth become clearer. 11 Jc~Tkih~c

A .1 e 1/u' t R h, a i n in-quadrature component of the laser gain] suLcepti-

bilitt, at iu.
We start \xi th t he m1ode -locking equations den ed ht, mpxcxit onmrpmm

M \ctuff and Harris 1141. appicable to our model laser w&hich Q ierempx a'ty(
has a short loss modulator at one end of the cax it Eu I ) I imes *)f' \ cai

*The Modulator )ticks the catitmx modes in phase b> sideband coupling coefficient etweeni two adjacenit modes
-eneration. and its action Is represented hi, a quadrature coin1- det h ouao
ponient oft susceptibilit> u i f' i/VU! h/i axerac loss of the

AX. A - I - :o modulator
We hawe added random polari.at ions S, and C, to represent

w~here :is, the distance alone- the catiti, leneth and the modii- spontaneous emission. A physical interpretation of the aboxe
*lation trequenc> V14 is approximatelt, equal ito the roundmrmp equations in the time domain can be found in [201 [he fol-

frequenc\ All 21. of the emlpm>, c.a% It\ The time origin is, towine noise sources, wkill be considered here: I spontaneous
chosen so that the loss is, minimumII at t B [e cat itt> elc- emission: 2) cavit\ optical length i ariations due to ampl ittide

tri, feld isfluctuations caused by spontaneous emission, as reccenml\ ana-
1/d by Hlenry 131: and 31 mechanical fluctuations in the cax -

17.1 I., I t Ikosi I" I , I .:I it\ length.
If' the number of' modes is large. then thie mode numiber it

\A where can be treated approximately as a continuous xarmable 1171.
I-or a homogeneously broadened gain w hose Ifreqiienct. wAidth

1,71 ,i i ,,i broader than the bandwidth Aw~ of the miode-locked
I. pulse. X'i can be approximated b> 1171

*and ___

m, enoe, th cetc moe Ili n-oduatr mxesadacet "tw ere 1) is the sauainpow \er of the gain. X.) Ol is, the
~r. enoes he entr mde he oduato mies djaent unsaturated \- of the center mode, and P is the atxerage opti-

-modes, and the amplitudes F-. and] phases, (1.. satisl> the fo]- ,I po -or smmplNt>w have assumned that the Can a
loving equations 1141: a long recox cry time, and it responds only to the average

1 ( power. If this restriction %kere relaxed, the resulting oscilla-
* -.~ :v tion in the gain wkould generate noise sidebands. 141. The real

21( part of the susceptibilit> x' gix es rise to a refractiive index

11-., cos ~, .- qWe shall .itl\ consider its frequene> depen&,tnce to the first
T, ~order of' frequenc>,

,,cosi 4.. , Ii With thewe assunipt ions, the steadx -state solution (C

S, 0() of HI and (2t1 has, been found 1171

2 -v, & (i3a

h., smnld,. d), A~ T NC 2 1 P1 1  2(2

* where 4a. I ' X t  (
* ~Ol 1?'* c/ 21. emipit cax if>, resormarkc frcqluenlc> 1, .3c2I P ,mo

I i' n.I'~ center irequenct>

X* in-phase e' )iponent of the laser gain ssCpt ihi lift I, r'(3c)i. the lef t-hand side is, the additional loss due to the
*at v, modulator. w hich in man> circumstances is smaller than thie

-e 0 .. .. . .. .. .. .



ocJ tt\ loss v 2Q2. then Since spontanleous emnission is, equall. likelo ito be in phase ot
in quadrature \k ith the ca\ il field. C, '. anMd SI V has. c the

% samle a\ eraLc% alue hut are uricorre kited sk ith cath othecr
2(2 2 /)/)Spontaneous emission notise is modu kited hs the mnodu lator.

and he nmbe ot odesloced i. trttiand consequcntl\ . some correlation exmsts anoethe notise
fromt different mohdes. But in most case,, in practice. the tnodu-

h2Q L! I latton is s eak, and theref'ore the modulated part kot the noise

The dsera-,c posser 1' is, gisen h\shrfreasm

P V f. f. dn A1/ii -r J- 3h) 4v (C', I tIll DeI I) rI Ki~

.Noss ss hen noise is, added to the sx stet. the definite phase L , it is'. WI- ) D, (1 - tI I Xh I
relationship amlong the modes. as ssell the amplitude tit each <
mode. is, perturbed. [ollookint: standard methods in calculat-
Ing oscillator Iinessidths 151, [161, \se assumne that the noise ((,.It I.s, It 1) 0(1.C
sources are not strone1 enouc1h to disrupt mode lockine: corn- 4v

pletel\ . and that the phase and amplitude of each mode on]\ 1. the poss er per unit t'requenc\, is appro~oimatel\ indepen-
dec ate shl I from the stead\ state, and oss i neari/e (I I dnofsncthdcntof I sncethespontaneous etIlission ss idth (a, is muchand I 2 'I to obtain equations for the perturbed phases Ad), It ) ssider than the pulse bandss mdth Aw V V,

I ~andi amnplitudes Al, It

2(1 - I 141 The linearied equations (4) and (5 can be sols ed h\ treat-
-Al AL. A L, s--- S.i (I1 ing . once again. i a-, a continuous %a~riablc and differences in

V. V~Ab, and in AV, b\ deri\satises ssith respect to n. This requites

A ustitication since A6, and AV,, drmen b\ random soUrces
-' f uncorrelated in it. ma\ not be smooth f unctions of n. As us ill

be shown imimediatelot belowk Ab,, and A[- are expanded in
F . IA(!. A(6'. 1 comnplete functions of ,it 5(o that rapid chan-cs can also be ac:-

counted for. Furthermore, components oft Ad),, and AL, suhich
INchange rapidly in it are small, being heavily damped. B'en

suhen Adi, and AE,, are smooth functions of it. the,, are still
A'& nd ~. rc te cangs i x' tid& de ii P0 5 e tlic- random functions in ltle. In particular. at tuo different timecs.

tuation AP'. Ad),, may be comipletc1\ different functions of' It. As hich mecans

A~. Al ~ A' I- 1a phase tiuctuation amioni- the modes. To consert the differ-
A\, -11 Al I)P ence equations 14) and 15) into differential equation,. us e

'" All make the approx iations

ALF.,- A L,. AE. _

fIi 2 oilt

A\' -1/6b 1
(0I

Ad)".. Acb., Ah, - Ad),
Ihe t rcqueni. depetiden.c of A ' ' in 10mi is tenored as it Iis al (i ilt

cond- ,rder etffect. Mechanical kilbrations cause a random
*hange A/L in the cas it\ leng-th. and thereftore ;I random We also nottialie it ito the 1nmber ot locked modes il toIn-

-hanic in) the cas its ft sonanc t requc11' Aildc ans mibe$

A! 1 it - oil it 9t)-

1.A/ As ith Ashich us e replace the sub-script it I q nat tons, 141 a1nd
I.lit then become

*2 . -p
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For p 0. where linear terms in AE,, average to iero. and the quadratic
AL Iterms are too small and are therefore ignored. Since the

,A .l. itl - .phase A b, changes very little in one ca it\ roundtrip
,It L 2v -I 2r/v, - v, ), the field correlation becomes

, l. \ 2rX-. B.tt (i:*fth"(t -~r)) = E~e "(c'' .x.°_ . (30'

:',.-.' The last term is the additional phase litter caused b,, power For Gaussian processes [221.
fluctuation B .it I. It can be rew ritten as

_ \ 2 V From 13), (28). and (29),

wkhere I is defined in (25) and Ad , It - 7Y,,It 1 r)
• . ,( ,1\ 2n) 2 2n (. (

,'x~~~~(' i,' -r= ;!,7 a( I) - H: 71)

(i , ,fHN

i, mc enhancement (actor delincd h\ Hlnm [131, It should be - 2H;, 2 H,,( \ n (A;,it A.t 71 ,
noted that this factor is independent of the length ot the gain.

[he cquation for A. can be integrated to tetd (A. - A,,t Tr)

- " ' " , + \- 2 n [r ,

(i A I i.I I' 4 The series in the last line is much smaller than unitS:

I~~ 2- if)
St A' :)H

V-" " N
s.I 2 D I I I . \2n

A... , p'2 t 2 /y -
%I

I l- h parameter h is defin'd h \B____I) H" n ...

A/IL . t I' hol I '
Equations 261 and (2Xp have been used to relate the phase

and -2 ha hen u,,cd I hc last term is cxp)nentall, fluctuation A,, to amplitude fluctuations B.
damped and will hc ign,(rcd 141 I hen Thus,. rom (31 1.

\. .: 1and. ,uhstituting into (30). we obtain
• (29)

' ' I I IV t 7 Ci' I

I lfhe trI term on the ri.ht hand ,idc iN the phasc ifiIltusion
.ct) d h\ 'p,)ntarci U,, e i in,, rludiiig the crhanicicni v C

t,_tr It :ci ss a einc i cth s,. \ the same aa s&i.elc-
. n'idth' laser A10i thc ,ane pId w' C i ' \ 2 t .I- as ,ho" n"l

I in Vi ,n 1111)

% 'pc, tra iPid J.fiti( OlIh\ fli

IHc pcoirum anii lncw lth tl the lacr uItpu ain lt', hc

Iil latcd I L: oiptl i ]ld i, p)upomr nal III Rc,,alling that . it -1 .(t 7 i,, proportional to 7

(29). AC deline a COTlation time I7 such that
, ,, "" I. .Atl-,

7
*,.. -lt' .A ut • r . 2 (33)

" %"" ',*hcrc , . hat rctctied i' ilt"h ith .t i t i I he tm ld I.Ifcla

-- ....-rm tun, ' , ii i'. ,let ed h% 2

, ' , , . . . I X I/) I 2.,(I NI-.rr ,I/ 1

- A A.. r
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A plot of "07) I, ,ho\An in F-ic 2Ia, It ,nsist, it spikes,
each of w idth 2'\ 2 .\ I,,, w hic:h Is uNt the no1de- lotked pulse 6TT

% ~ idth 7. [he height ot these spikes dcreases ei~poinentiall\ f,
w ith 7 at a rate I 7 A ,pikc t. ur, s, hen t\Ao pulse,, OCr-

lap. theretore. 7 determines the dela, ,,er Ahich tA(o pulses
correlate The power spectrum I, ,,cn h, the Fourier Iran,-
tmonin ot V7 I L"

11( V0' "0 I1( 7 Tr T.

a7.

,,, , . r

7 7

Fhus, each mode has the Name likidth I I I A plot o

P ic is sho\s f in [-i,- 2"i h I It is, ohs iou', thatt the total hand-
i w idth .A,,,, determines th:' A. idth of the spikes in y Y hut

the correlation tine as measured h, the hecLht of the spikes i,
determined h, the w dth in a ,inL'lc mode I 7

The intensit. (piv er, fluctuation spectrum can also be cal-
-ulated casilI, lhc fluctuati in in the total power I,, L - . -_4 C-, 2 ,

Atli , l t I P(t - t T,

'AP hig 2 ja Magriiiud. (i field correlation tuncion shi t',i-r s[ptirum

rom I 17i and 124, [he dam pin, constant determ ine, the i.'orr,.',pnd ing to al

spectral width l the intensit spectrum c iseIy. in the presence of random noise.

I" wi, - Ar " 5,i I A,,r t ..

'A Pu I AP([ 7h 21.

The omitted terms contribute little to the line% idth. therefore.

[his spectral , kidth all modes approxiniatelv have the same random phase A,,.
Furthermore. the spectrum and linewidth in each mode are

a, (34) the same as those of the single mode oscillator operating at
the same posser. This is readily demonstrated using (I and

r to powser near threshold 2P P I t,, ain the 12) with the modulator turned otff ((t , 0). Suppose the cen-
* •is propotioal p, rna h,,ldf"" I . nth

"ince mode case I li ter mode oscillates, with power ,P •

I h a lt~uC 1tuiltion in inc mode has a more coinpli-1
, 'ated \prc,,,,,in -- S ''/2F

i"a-' :  '.l: , t; " r , ,\ r V 21' - C( , ,) ' -2 X r ' (' ,ItI)

\,. - \here the subscripts on h and (1 are omitted to avoid conlu-

sion with the mode-locked case lhe steady-state solutions

and has no, analog in the sirLtle mode laser and lineari/ed equations are

I) (liparim Ii f' I/?(' So/I''ii' aI sc(r--- I

It i intercsting' tI -mnpare the niodc-lickcd laser tio the Q I t-"I'2

sini'le niiide lascr In nlan rcspc .ts,, the liiked mioides he- r

ha'.e c.Ii lec.ti sl, similar to the sinelc mondc Firs, despite -2 ' 2 ,

, noise. %hith disrupts phase .,h4crence among the modes, the
phases (it the rnu c fluctuate as, a tUnit Ahl maintaining the ' ,I i' . i

*O ~ rclat isc phase relatiiiship innini nishcIscles More pre h L 1 21 -

",r4,

552; .: - ,,. ,, -,, ,;;:;.
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\A, hen 6 denotes perturbed quantities and :[ ([t.B

The linearized equation, arm then solved in the manner. E
In fact. if ,e identil P w ith P - N \ -ri2 f that is. it
the total aerage powers are the same in both cases), then (LE') N E E

the equations for 6E and B,, and thosc for 64) and A., are iden-
tical. The linewidth for the single mode laser is given by its
phase jitter:

(8I( - 6 6I t - t 1
SI. ,/NE

h h s b oa (t Fi 3 Random phac angle of the electric ield (al Single mode_ %£ which is, to be compared to (2941. Ag-ain. (i- i,, tile linevidth (h " b Mode locked

-. enhancement factor. The amplitude damping constant is
i.,O' u ' , P. the same as I, (25),(341. so that

IV. PHYSI(\I EXPI N..A IONS \N)D IS SSI()NS I / 0 1 7
.,-,. ,-( (-)(t - ) - ,L()2)= (AE

""erv simple ph\sical explanations can be given to the re- NE-
markable phase properties of the mode-locked laser. When (AE - -A),Wl1
the random phase,, are not the same for ever\ mode [1p 0,
terms in f13)l, the modulator, through its action of sideband :I1.
-eneration, *'diffuses" these phases throughout the w.hole VE-
bandwidth ithe "diffusion" is represented mathematically by - (SE,lt I r)t-,t)]

., the operator . ithin the square brackets in (II): 1241 gives
good phxsical interpretations of the operator). Since these l(0 + 7) - Olt)i)

phases are random % ith one another. theN cancel out when 2
added ogether. At altcrnative explanation can be given in the
time domain. Random phases will alter the pulse shape from the same as in the single mode case. Noise appearing between
its unperturbed (,assian In the part of the pulse where the pulses is damped since the net gain is negative between: "intensity, is decreased, for exaniple. a net gain appears to am- puss "11
, i, de" fOur analysis is based on an actively mode-locked laser
plify it. thus tending to restore the pulse to its original shape. whose gain is homogeneously broadened. Relaxing these con-
Of course, when the random phases are identical in every ditions will not change the results substantially. First. an in-
mode [equal to A,,(t)j. the pulse shape is not changed at all. homogeneously broadened laser, when properly mode locked.
and the gain sill do nothing to the pulse and the common behaves similarly to a homogeneously mode-locked laser:
phase A,, diffuses waithout being damped, the sidebands of one single mode quench the mode oscilla-

The lineidth of the mode-locked spectrum can also be ex- tions which, under free-running conditions, are independent
plained simply in the time domain. In the single mode laser, of one another 1141. Using saturable absorbers for mode lock-," the random phase angle due to in quadrature spontaneous
t mn o r oing usually produces pulses whose width is at least as short as
emission is the response times (T,) of absorbers and gain: otherwise.

8 E, It) shorter pulses would be produced. Fluctuations in the phase
Oil t) = I relationship among the modes create rapid intensity fluctua-

.adF.-h tions, to which the net gain window cannot respond fast
-'" .where 6E, is the spontaneous emission field and - is the enough: therefore, the fluctuations will be damped. There is,

steadyv-state field IFig. 3(a)]. The linewidth is determined by however, a situation where mode locking by absorber differs
from active mode locking: jitters in pulse repetition rates are

Wt - [7 ) ,-(W) - (6)t r)8E,-t )] not damped 1251.
E - Finally, in semiconductor lasers, the refractive index is a

No\,%, \hen the same power E: is distributed over N modes sensitive function of carrier density. In a mode-locked laser,
hb mode locking, pulses appear and the pulse field has a peak the density may change periodically owing to either gain
% alue of \,N E. Since there are N modes, the spontaneous modulation or saturation by the circulating pulse inside the
e". cmission noise from N modes contributes to the total noise. resonator, so the index of refraction may also change perioi-

so that the average noise power is nos, N tines higher than in cally ("chirp"). Additional broadening of the width of each
the single mode case. If the noise field is M_;. then the ran- mode due to this change is actually small because periodic in-
d"m phase angle is dfig. 3Ibj dcx variation is just mode locking by frequency modulation:

the chirping only broadens the total handw idth 1261 instead of
(, -I the individual mode. In an\ case. when the acti\c medium

(seiniconductor) occupies onl, a small traction ot the total

0A W
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Appendix 2
0 2 s *,t!M 11A k\ ',, (11 (,)1 ",".[ NI III( [R(l"l('- %()I Ql I2 k\l() j< 1()10.1tR ,

The Linewidth ot a Mode-Locked Semiconductor Laser Caused by
Spontaneous Emission: Experimental Comparison to Single-Mode Operatiol

1). W. RUSH. G. L. BURDGE. \,I) P,-T. HO

I bhract-\ e e\perimentaIl.Y compare the Iineuidth of the indi~id- is determined by the time when the envelope of the mag-
"e ual modes ot an e\tenled ca, it' semiconductor laser "hen it operates nitude of the autocorrelation function fall, to its I/e value.

node looked and hkhen it operates single mode. %% e find that the line- .- s call be immniediatel\ verified, the number of consecu-
, dths under these 1%%o operating conditions hate the same il erse de-
pendtnce on the aserage poller. Therefore. the coherence length of the ie pulses wvhose electric fields correlate is T 'T where T
mode-locked source is the same as that of the single-mode source de- is the pulse period.
spite lo"ler po.er per mode, much broader total band" idth, and much When a laser is mode locked, the average power P,,g is
hightr spontaneous emission noise level in the mode-lIocked source. It distributed among the N locked modes. The peak power
can he inferred from our data that the electric fields of oer 1000 con- in the node-locked pulse train is N • P ,, We show in
,tculil e nlide-locked pulses are correlated. p l

this work that the mode-locked semiconductor laser's co-
herence length is. in fact, the same as the coherence length

IN I Ri )~t) (I IW, when the laser is operating in a single mode with the same

, 1EMICONDUCTOR lasers serve as sources in manv average power. This is unexpected since, according to the
coniimmunicat ion and signal processing applications be- Schawklow -Townes formula 1131. the linewidth of a mode

cause the, are c onipact. they can be directl', modulated. in a laser caused b, spontaneous emission is inversely
and the'\ are compatible %% ith optical fibers. For specific proportional to the power P in that mode. Since the total
applications which involve optical processing or commu- average power is divided among N modes when todeniats pectded a ds weq en thaote

nication t high data rates, the coherence properties of the locked, it might be expected as a consequence that the
s"urce are important. In addition to system applications. linewidth of each mode would be increased N times. This
the coherence properties (if semiconductor lasers provide is not the case. When N modes are locked in phase to
an ()pporlunit. to examine the fundamental mechanism of generate pulses. the peak power of the pulses is N times
linewidth broadening caused h spontaneous emission, higher than the average power. The total spontaneous
While there have been numerous studies of the coherence emission noise is also increased N times over that of sin-

*-7 properties of semiconductor lasers operating CW i 11-131 gle-mode operation since the total bandwidth is increased
and %kith various modulation schemes 141-18. little atten- N times. Therefore, during the pulse, the ratio of signal
tiom has been i,.en to the coherence properties of mode- to spontaneous emission noise is the same as in single-
Ihcked semiconductor lasers [41. 191-1I I. mode operation. In between pulses. the net gain of the

The po'. er spectrum of a mode-locked laser consists of laser is negative and the spontaneous emission is sup-
V equallv spaced longitudinal modes which are locked in pressed. Consequently. the random phase angle which all
pha,,e. The modes are onl\ locked in phase relative to one the modes share fluctuates the same average amount as in
anotlher: the. can still share a common random phase single-mode operation. This physical argument has been
which determines the width of each mode. The mode substantiated in a recent analv.sis Il11.
,pacing determines the repetition rate of the pulse train. In a previous experiment. we cotpared the fringe vis-
I he t()tal handw idth that is locked determines the pulse- ibilities of a semiconductor laser operating mode locked
A tdth. wk hereas the wkidth of the individual modes of the and operating single mode 1101. However, absolute line-
niide-lickcd po,'er spectrum determines the coherence widths and inverse power dependence of the linewidth
time (it the pulse train I I. 1121. If Ai, is the FWHNI could not be determined. In this paper. we directly com-
Iinck .idth 40 an individual mode of a node-lockcd spc- pare the linevidth of the individual modes of a mode-
trumn. then the co)herencc time locked external cavil,, semiconductor laser to the line-

width of the same source when operating in a single mode.

T , Our experimental results confirm the theoretical predic-
7rA, tions of Ho 1111. The linewidths are measured using the

self-delayed heterodyne technique 1141.
%.i.n,, ripi rc lc, i~ ,r~h 21 II)X¢,. rc. , Junc Ill. I(om lhc ,x ork

I I' II .,l ,;pp,,-icd p, h% lh I 5 'sir lor i c . t icnlilh, ( 15Rl1Il N I ,\I D I I ,-iI s

i '. RIh .Wdi t' Ift,, irc th ihc IicpamrlTci I i lIc ILrk.,I ILl 'I lie extendcd ca it% semiconductor laser used for this
1: I l,,.r. ' ,1, 0 (',lcict t'irk Mi) 20--'2 work is constructed with a Hitachi GaAIAs HI.P!4(0 laser

, I iirI 2, (Ii~l she I,.h,,riPro , I 5 crcc . ( ,l'c I',,rk
MDh 2,,.i diode, a I) 75 pitch self-focusing (Selfoc) lens, and a 0.5

Ift I ,II N ih, -r ,11(4ls pitch Selfoc lens 115 . The semiconductor laser has a re-

018-()1(7 86; 1002) 1()1 .( 19X6 It1-1
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The signal from the photodiode is amplified and displayed
on a Hewlett-Packard 8566B spectrum analhzer.

The power spectrum of the laser is simultaneousl,, mon-
itored by a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer with a
free spectral range of 30 GHz and a finesse of 12. This

-. [ ilarge free spectral range is required to observe the spec-
trum when the laser is mode locked. The signal from the
scanning Fabry-Perot is displayed on a Tektronix 7854
digital oscilloscope. The average power of the laser is
monitored by a photodiode whose output is displayed on
a Hewlett-Packard 3437A digital voltmeter. The spectrurn
analyzer, digital oscilloscope, and digital voltmeter arc

all interfaced to a Hewlett-Packard 9826 computer for ease
of data acquisition and analysis.

-tig I t xperinmental arrangement 1.0- laser diode. S[. -() 75 pitch Scl. Ta acutio and analysis.
ftc len, " ith AR coating on each facet, SL2-0.5 pitch Selfoc lens with The spectrum S of the photocurrent produced in a self-

AR coating on front facet and 70 percent reflecting coating on back facet, delayed heterodyne experiment such as this has been ana-
FR- Farada rotator (optical isolator). ,:,,-acousto pt1ic modulator lyzed by Gallion and DeBarge 1 161 and can be expressed
dris e irequcn,. . ,"t -mtodc-locking trequnfc\a as

flectivit of 33 percent at each facet. The 0.75 pitch Sel- S(L,'. T) 7 , ce ) (2)
., fc lens, wAhich is anti-reflection (AR) coated on both fac- + (W t-

ets, is butted up to the semiconductor laser. The 0.5 pitch where w,,, is the acoustooptic modulator frequency, r is
Selfoc lens. which is butted up to the 0.75 pitch Selfoc the fiber delay time, and T, is the coherence time of the
lens. is AR coated on one facet and has a 70 percent re- laser. This formula was derived for a single mode, but as

N. ttectiion coating on the other facet A hich serves as the out- can be easily demonstrated 1171, it is the same for each
put coupler for the extended cavity laser. The extended of the modes of a laser when it is mode locked since all
caivlt is formed between the back facet of the semicon- the modes share a common random phase. As the ratio of
ductor laser and the 70 percent reflection facet of the 0.5 the fiber delay time T to c3herence time T, increases, the
pitch Selfoc lens. The extended cavity laser has a lasing spectrum of the photocurrent approaches a true Loren-
threshold of 55 mA which is an 18 percent threshold re- tzian signal centered at we4o with a width equal to twice
duction from its nonaligned value of 67 mA. This cavity the width of the laser mode. Using computer simulations.

. has a longitudinal mode spacing of 3.12 GHz, corre- we have found that for coherence times in the neighbor-
sponding to an optical length of 9.62 cm. The extended hood of 1.0 .s, a delay of six times this coherence time
resonator laser is not temperature controlled and no elec- is required for the Lorentzian signal to be within 2 percent
trical feedback stabilization schemes are used. of twice the original laser mode width. In our experiment,

The extended cavity semiconductor laser is actively the fiber delay time is 12.3 As, which is 20 times the Ion-

node locked by modulating the drive current to the laser gest coherence time that we measured.
at 3.12 GHz, the frequency equal to the longitudinal mcde
spacing of the external cavity laser. Autocorrelation traces EXPERIMENTAL. RusuLts

of the mode-locked output show a well mode-locked train We have made a direct comparison between the line-
of pulses with a pulse width of 48 ps and a bandwidth- width of the extended cavity laser operating single mode

, pulsewidth product of 0.7. and operating mode locked. Data of linewidth versus in-

, Single-mode operation is achieved by simply turning verse power for both the mode-locked and the single-mode
off the microwave modulation. case are plotted in Fig. 2. The values shown for inverse

The experimental arrangement ts shown in Fig. I. Light power in Fig. 2 correspond to the power coupled out of
from the extended cavity laser first passes through two the 70 percent reflecting end mirror of the extended cay-

' NEC 0D8312 optical isolators which provide 60 dB of ity. This range of measured powers corresponds to a range

isolation from the measurement system. A beam splitter of drive currents between 1 -7 percent above threshold.
. pick,; off 20 percent of the intensity which is used to mon- The linewidth ofa given data set is determined by a least

itor both the average power and the power spectrum of squares curve fit of the photocurrent spectrum to (2). A
the laser. An acoustooptic modulator separates the re- typical data set and its least squares fit to (2) are shown
maining 80 percent of the intensity into two beams, one tn Fig. 3.
of which is frequency shifted by 60 MHz. The nonshifted The mode-locked data are obtained bN biasing the laser

beam ts coupled into a I .0 m length of single-mode fiber. lust at threshold and increasing the power of the 3. 12 (GHI

The frequency-shifted beam is coupled into 2.3 km of sin- current modulation to increase the average output power

gle-modc fiber which gives an optical delay of 12.3 As The modulation current is up to 4 miA for the ranges ol

"" The outputs ol these fibers are combined at a beam splitter powers shown in Fig. 2. The mode spectrum. ;is morn

and focused onto a R('A (731050(i avalanche photodiodc tored -N, the scanning Fabry Perot, and the pulsev. idth arc

%-
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.7 omode-locked source are approximately equal when oper-
-'C -ModelocedD ating at the same average power. This is in contrast to

* -s~ng:e mode what would be expected for the mode-locked case if the
linewidth of each mode of the mode-locked sources was

0I

0 Zdetermined by the power in that mode alone. In addition,
the inverse power dependence shown in Fig. 2 indicates

0 that the primary contribution to the line idth is sponta-
neous emission noise for both the single-mode and mode-• , ,locked cases. The residual linewidth NA hen the laser pow er

is extrapolated to infinity has been observed previousl
1181. and in our case may be caused by both electron den-

,, ..... -, sitN fluctuations 118J and mechanical instabilities in the
I i 2 1 1 Tic %c i dt h crsti, in',rc pou.,r tot The aniel o,,urc.e ,chen ca iyoperating: nii,,c loikcd i ind %h.n opcrating ingle node It should be noted that the above conclusions are inde-

pendent of the mechanism of mode locking, whether b,

amplitude or frequency modulation. In this experiment.
we mode lock a semiconductor laser by modulating its
driving current (and hence its gain) at the cavity roundtrip

0 frequency. However. since the refractive index of the
diode is a sensitive function of electron density, current
modulation invariably leads to some frequency modula-

+* tion (chirp). Chirping usually broadens linewidths, but in
, 'this case, since the chirping is periodic in the cavity

roundtrip frequency. its effect is actually excitation of
Uother modes (i.e.. FM mode locking). There should be
0 ivery little chirping in our laser since the semiconductor

diode occupies only a very small portion of the total cav-
ity length.

S G,. The narrowest linewidth in our data for mode locking
......... ( is 0.82 MHz, which corresponds to a coherence time of

0.4 us (I). Since the pulse repetition rate is 3.12 GHz,
p phou rcnr i .trur an Ileat ,quir, tit t 2 there are 1200 pulses within the coherence time. and the

electric fields of these pulses correlate.
observed to remain approximately constant over the range
of powers shown in Fig. 2. The mode-locking frequency CONCLUSIONS
is initially adjusted to get temporal overlap of pulses at We have compared the linewidths of an extended cavity
the detector from each arm of the interferometer. semiconductor laser operating single mode and operating

Coherence is maintained throughout the pulse. as re- mode locked. We have found that the linewidth of the
quired of mode locking, and evidenced by two experi- individual modes of the mode-locked source and the line-
mental facts: I i the intensity correlation traces of the width of the single-mode source have the same inverse
pulses have no "'coherence spikes," and 2) the width of dependence on the average power. This experimental re-

,.% the photocurrent spectrum as shown in Fig. 3 does not suit confirms the theoretical result of Ho [Il. A semi-
" chance as the relative delay of the beams is changed. (Of conductor laser can therefore be operated as a source of

course. the signal disappears completely when the pulses short optical pulses at gigahertz repetition rates without
do not ovcrlap.) sacrificing the temporal coherence properties of the sin-

JAN Fr the single-mode case, the output power of the laser gle-mode semiconductor laser.
is controlled by the dc drive current. As the dc drive cur-
rent is increased, the laser jumps through different regions AUKNowi+I(iMINI
of singlc-mode operation. For the single mode data pre- The authors thank A. L. Kellner for his assistance with
sented in this paper. the laser is alwsays operating in a the computer programs used for data acquisition and anal-
single mode. hut not necessarily in the same mode. Since sis.
the cavit Q is different for the diflerent modes of single-
mode operation. we expect each mode to have a slightly RI-,+ S

dittercnt lineys idth versus inverse power curve Nevethe- I1 P T Ho. "Phase and amplitude fluctuation in a n ode locked awt.'

less, the single-mode Iinewidth clearly shows ain inverse /A J Quantum h'ctron . 'ol QE 21. pp I XiBt 11, lNOX , re ,

po\,er dependence.
FI- "i! 2 sh s that the 1inewidths of the single-mode 121 A Yari, and W M (anton, "-requetw. . inien.il and held tluc

Fw 2 shows that he lie ofUadlltn., in laser os illators, I- J Quantum fl,', I '' l ,-
source and the line.idths of the indisidtial mo(les f the ii. pp SOi 1 19 14
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APPE 'DIX 3

Experimental Verification of New's and Haus's Theories of

Modelocking by a Slow Saturable Absorber

- Y. X. Wu, L. A. Vitoria, T. N. Ding, Y. H. Shyy and P.-T. Ho

Electrical Engineering Department
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

U. S. A.

--p.

Abstract

Fro-. a colliding-pulse modelocked dye laser, we have

obtained experimental data which support New's and Haus's

:- "proposal for pulse forming mechanism in a laser modelocked

by a slo,. saturable absorber.
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Experimental Verification of New's and Haus's Theories of

Modelocking by a Saturable Absorber

Y. X. Wu, L. A. Vitoria, T. N. Ding, Y. H. Shyy and P.-T. Ho

Electrical Engineering Department
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

U. S. A.

We report experimental investigation of the pulse forming mechanism in

a laser modelocked by a slow saturable absorber. Our measurements verify

the mechanism proposed by New [1] and Haus [2], which says that both the

saturated absorption and saturated gain have to combine together to form

a net gain which lasts only as long as the pulses generated, since either

* medium alone, with a long recovery time, is insufficient for the task.

Although many improvements have been made on the cw modelocked dyc

laser [3] which originally inspired the theories [1,2], the fundamental

pulse forming mechanism has not yet been experimentally investigated. Since

the dye laser is still the onlv system using a slow saturable absorber, it

is important to ascertain the mechanism of pulse forming so that other

lasers can be designed on the same principle; in particular, the semiconduc-

tor laser has many key parameters for modelocking which are close to

those of the dye laser.

*• The experimental set-up consists of a colliding-pulse modelocked

laser [4]. No attempt has been made to minimize the pulse width, which isLI about 1 picosecond . The output pulse train is used to probe the time

S, evolution of the active media in the laser itself when it is modelocked.

Transmissionsthrough: (a) the absorber alone; (b) the gain alone; and

(c) the absorber and then the gain, are measured as a function of time

delay. The delay of the probe pulse is adjusted such that it arrives at

04
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Wu et al., "Experimental Verification of .... Theories of Modelocking ...

the medium at about the same time as the intracavity laser pulses. Figure la

and Figure lb show, respectively, the trai.3mission through the saturable

absorber (DODCI) alone, and through the gain (rhodamine 6G) alone. It can

be seen that after being saturated by the cavity laser pulses, neither

medium recovers immediately. When the proble pulse passes through the

absorber and then through the gain, the transmission is entirely different (Fig ic):

the net gain (gain less saturable absorption) shows a peak on the order of

the pulse width (1 picosecond). Thus the combined saturable gain and, J..

saturable absorption can indeed provide a net gain which lasts only about

as long as the pulses, even though either alone cannot. Our results there-
0

fore support the pulse forming mechanism proposed by New and Haus.

References:

[1] G.H.C. New,IEEE J. Quan. Elec., QE-lO, 115 (1974)
[23 H.A. Haus, ibid., QE-li, 736 (1975)
[3] E.P. Ippen, C.V. Shank, A. Dienes, Appl. Phys. Lett., 21, 343 (1972)
[4] R.L. Fork, B.I. Greene, C.V. Shank, ibid., 38, 671 (1981)
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FIGURE CAPTION

FIGURE 1 Transmission of Probe Pulse vs. Time Delay

Horizontal Axis: Time Delay

Vertical Axis: Transmission (arbitary units)

(a) Transmission through Saturable Absorber Alone

(b) Transmission through Gain Alone

(c) Transmission through Absorber and then Gain
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* Continuous wave mode-locked neodymium: phosphate glass laser
Scott A. Strobel, Ping-Tong Ho. and Ci H Lee

* De'pa~rtment of Electrical Erigjne'~nn I n,, ,'r~iti O.I.Vl',ia Park AL.nia'id 26l'427

Geoflrey L. Burdge
Laborator) for Physical Sciences, Coliegt Park, .Wari id 20 '4(l-

lReceis ed 30 JuIN 1984, accepted for publication 10 September l14

We repori the first successful mode loc.king of a c'A netd~ mium phosphate glass laser Transfo rm-
limited, 8 0 -ps pulses wecre generated at I 054 urn

We report the first successful mode locking of a cA neo,- a large st abi lit\, region wAith 300-mm cur, alTr niirrurs I hti

dymium glass laser to generate picosecond pulses at 1 (54 chosen radius of cur%.ature is a compromise bti~en the rL7

pm A C%,. Pulse train offers man adsant age-s oser a hurst of tena of a large stabhit region and a lo%4 pumping threshodl
pulses in some measurement,, and experiments Possible ap- The 160-mm focal length lens, wAhich focuses thL argon

plications include ranging and optical comnmunic:ations pump. matches the pump beam to the laser resonato r mnd,,

Continuous %%ase mode locking has been achiex.ed in An end pump geometr\ %Aas adopted toL redu~c ihermal hadj,

*neod~mium yttrium aluminum garnet lasers, but the pulse ing problems.' thereb maintaining stable cm. operation I tit
widths are ultimatels limited h,. the relatisel narrk," gain traseling-Aase acousjt-pik, modulaltor IS PILa~d besXCe!

line'Aidth at I Otprm .ii - 2 -10' s 'Fift\ times broader two AR coated. 85-mm fo~cal length lenses. s, that the or'.
gain line'Aidth is asailable from ncod. rnLur ions in glas' cal beamosze is uinder one a~oustic 'AaselenigO ir, the mn,,

hosts :%k mode locking can more eff. ienth. utilize this lator The modlor is dris en with 6 W Ofee.r aps

broad band\,.idth to zenerate subpi, Nc-ind pulses Because at the casit\ round trip frecquencx\ about S5 Mfiz An,;
pulses can circulatecontinuousls in the laser cais it\ the\ cain lograrn exhibiting the S5-Mliz pulse train is sh,,vr in Fhg
be shortened manx times The espcrinicnt reported herc is To align the ring casti\ the argon laser is tLedt!(-
the first successful step to'Aards this p,. & nm %Ahere the phosphate glass has little abs.'rp:ic ()n.

Figure 1 shomsthe schemnati, of the: mi)de-loc:ked laser aligned, the :asii\ round trip frequenc\ atid lhe MiodU.Ia

The lasing gain medium is neod r iu r i n a p ho s pha te glIass frequenc\ should be matc:hed to wAithin tens o f h-riz T :-
host A ring cast.,\ is used in this expterimen, instead of te lsropuisamed'thaih-speed detector and thI

linear cas its used earlier for c% operation The pump casit\ length is tuned for maximum pulse peak intensit) ,T
source is an argon laser Spectra Ph%,sis l'() operating at the sampling oscilloscope Experimentall>. th p, larizaiir

*514 ', nnm where neod,.mium has a sitong abso rption batid oftht ring laser follovAed that of the pump heant- (good beat'

*An acousto-optical modulator Intraaction A( )'s-N)R i. qualit% TEI . ~As obsersed esen %kith 2W\ of punirp,,pAv

*tis-elx mode locks the laser attesting to the goo)d thermal properties of the glass use-d
The laser beam is at normal inc:i(Itieon the phosphate With the setup described abise, the lasecr %kjs mndc

glass to eliminate astigmatic effetst therefore the end, o)f locked to genevrate: picosecond pulses Earlier experimctet'
the glass are optioall% polished and annirefleetion oated I, Used a Skhott 1.6 '60iphosphate glass rod 2 mniI . 2(i tini
ohtain uniform pump absorptio n A~e h1sei a3- neod\ mII Un, and 10-ps pulses \.%cre obtained More recentl>. %kith a glass
co~ncentration The glass is, ' rapped in indiumn fifl and slab 3 mm - ]mm -2(imm 'and a quarti jntrjajas Ciet
pla~ed in a copper block wAhich is L"Idled b,% temrperat- Ion 10 2 mm thic:k. l0O, reflectixit> to limit the band. 1!t

controlled wAater Athermal phoisphate: glass \AAs Lh isen to, %e generated ser,> st1abl e And reprod ucibl e puls tcira inst Pu 1

a, oid thermal ]rnising effects
The a% t> designed 'A it h a ra\ i ;gp ~rar., all(,"
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Io. 4 . k Irig A .1a L, net Id% mIum glas , lascr 1 h " 'u. - , 1, i I Jr'
,l due to the effi ien.A of th" end pump gcomntir\ and t,, c.

'-" ccllent (opttwthermal propertie,, of recentl dct'h,pL.d im
L" I prosed phosphate glasses End pumping allos,, th-- ,his,

it h,,tand enough pumpenerg, so that aing. can O. urc% ec.,
- ~8C e~

11C ,elf"with seseral intracast) elements We are presentl. testing
V oth-r glasses including KigreO 9S and Aorkin on the-gener-

at ion ofet en shorter pulses
Ir We would like to thank Dr Robert Gammon and Dr

Thomas D Wilkerson of the Institute for Ph.sica, Science,,

.,- , ,-.- o and TeLhnolog at the Uniersit, of Mar. land for their help
- C , Sc, r ,... ' t-McrilJh, pr,',i' un., -t jut This paper is from a dissertation to be submitted to the Grad-
,,,l., .... uate School, Uniersit) of MarN land. b. Scott A Strobel in

partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph D degree in
width is mca,.urcd hN, the standard method of second har- Ph~sics This work wa, suppored in part b% the Air Force
monic generation SHG, in a nonliiear crstal. L00, in our Office of Scientific Research

- case Figure ,shows an StG; trace. % hiLch can he fit t er, well
with a Gaussian (f 8(0 p% full width at half-maximum The 'S l K Aashi S NiishjkA and N kjt Arr! Ph- tcel 34
",re.tral widthofthese pulse',. <-0 1 A.wasmeasured th a 2-; 14'4

Mrris - M. llrath spe,.trormeter, eldmgJ iA 06 l'pto %k R Prindic and l F \,kKd,.kk Amer (Opt (, lt V smrar. Rc;

15 mg, power in one heam hat, been obtained with 2 \k of %': r It,,
p V, t grateful w- the Shanighat In,.w t" ( )rh, , [

t 
I M - hdnl,, i,!

pUryi"T p,%4t r th,.. at antI j r t ,,,n ,aIed ,n bioll end,
• In .n,luion. we hat t dnonstrated the first mode 'M t Mon, dri 1 J M. lrdit-, Arr. Or IN 414'
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Picosecond-pulse generation from a continuous-wave
neodymium:phosphate glass laser

L. Yan, J. D. Ling, P.-T. Ho, and Chi H. Lee

1), ;,ur-r , n! o
+ Eirctru' Ln ,m-rrm ,i, ( n:% t-rso% o( .uri lund College- Purk Marx iund 2(74_

Ree.tl\ ed Narch 13 198t, accepted June 6 1986

Se en pi oecnd pul-es at 10"4 nm hase been generated from a continuous-wave neodymium phosphate glass laser
b% aL I ie mode ],,king

In the past few years. many developments in neodvmi- W. When the pump power is below 1.6 W, pulses
um iNdi lasers have been made. The continuous longer than 250 psec are observed by a fast detector
wave icwl mode-locked Nd:YAG laser has become an and sampling oscilloscope, the combined rise time of
important pump source for the dye-laser system, but which is about 70 psec, and the characteristics of noise
its linewidth limits the pulse width. On the other bursts" are seen in the autocorrelation traces by the
hand. very short (a few picoseconds) pulses have been standard method of intensity correlation with second-
generated from Nd:glass lasers.t " but only by Q harmonic generation. As the pump power increases to
switching at repetition rates of a few hertz. A laser 1.8 to 2 W, the laser becomes more stable; the pulses
system able to generate picosecond pulses in cw opera- shorten to under 100 psec and are more coherent.
tion will find many applications. In this Letter we Very short and coherent pulses are generated at pump
report the cw operation of an actively mode-locked levels above 2 W. Figure 2 shows the autocorrelation
Nd:phosphate glass laser that can generate 7-psec trace of 7-psec pulses generated at 3 W of pump power.
pulses at 1054 nm. These pulses are about 14 times The pulse width is comparable with that obtained by a
shorter than those from a cw mode-locked Nd:YAG pulsed, passively mode-locked Nd:glass laser. with the
laser and 10 times shorter than those previously ob- advantages of high repetition rate, synchronizibilitv.
tained in our laboratory.4  and good reproducibility. The average output power

Figure I is a schematic of our laser system. A 3 mm of the Nd:glass laser is about 20 mW when the pump
x 16 mm X 20 mm slab of Nd:phosphate glass,' in a power is 3 W.
ring resonator, is longitudinally pumped by the cw We have found that, to generate such short pulses, it
output of an Ar-ion laser at 514 nm. The Nd laser is is important to adjust the resonator for optimum sta-
mode locked by an acousto-optic loss modulator. Sev- bility and to match the pump-beam profile with the
eral improvements have been made over our previous glass-laser beam. For good mode-locking operation,
system. First. a standing-wave, instead of a travel- the laser is very sensitive to the tuning of the modula-
ing-wave, 4 acousto-optic modulator (IntraAction tionfrequency. A shift by tens ofhertz ofthe modula-
ML505J) is used for active mode locking, driven at tor driving frequency can change the pulse duration

I about 50 MHz, half of the round-trip frequency of the appreciably.
ring cavity. A standing-wave modulator is believed to While the main mechanism of mode locking is am-
give better amplitude 7--.odulation of light. Second.

-' use of a standing-wave modulator allows us to remove
the two intracavitv lenses used previously, 4 resulting 514 1-"" " " CW At* Lose,
in a reduction of the intracavity loss and optical dis- [ e
tortion. Third. the water-cooling system of the glass

* slab has been redesigned. Both the top and bottom
surfaces of the slab, wrapped in In foil, are in contact
with Cu blocks, which are cooled by temperature-con- 1054 r
trolled running water. Hence the thermal loading and -

distortion are reduced, and we can increase the pump - -

power to more than 3 W. The ktalon used previouslA -"

is removed to relieve the spectral-bandwidth con- .--

straint. found
We have found experimentally that, as the pump Nd Phcspoae GCSt, S-

power increases, the Nd:phosphate glass laser be- PtcsMoj e o -

comes more stable, and pulses become shorter and
coherent. Good laser performance occurs at pump Fig I hemati, of the Nd ph,hat. gla-- r;/: ia-cr
levels well above the mode-locking threshold of -1.1 Tht, tran-rnmtaj, ,- the ,,tuit mirror t-

0146 9592'SCf (NO$-)(2 ,t12 1902-i ( I t ital ,, 1 At I Amero
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can be increased more than 40 times when the Nd-
3" laser beam is chopped inside the cavity. The expense

of the method is the broadening of pulse width to tens
of picoseconds.

In conclusion, we have generated 7-psec pulses from
-J a cw actively mode-locked Nd:phosphate glass laser.

2 12 lX 7 psKc The laser delivers 20 mW of average power at a 100-
MHz pulse repetition rate. We are planning to ampli-

fy and compress the pulses. A regenerative amplifier
of similar construction can provide microjoules of e

* -hergy per pulse at kilohertz repetition rates. Fu: .er-
-cc more, pulses can be compressed by an optical fiber and

grating pairs down to the femtosecond region. Such a
_-._ laser system should have many applications in science"" and technology.

C We would like to thank T. J. Mcllrath, U. Hochuli.
RELATIVE DELAY and G. L. Burdge for lending instruments and D. Coop-

er for technical assistance. This research was sup-
Fig 2. Autocorrelation trace of pulses from the Nd:phos- ported in part by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientifi
phate glass laser. A Gaussian pulse shape is assumed. Research. An anonymous reviewer corrected some

grammatical errors.

plitude modulation, two detailed observations lead us
to suspect that there is also some phase modulation: References
(1) the pulse-width-bandwidth product is 1.1, slightly 1. C. Kolmeder and W. Zinth. App] Phvs. 24, 341 1119-1
larger than the transform limit for an AM mode- '2 L. S. Goldberg and P. E. Schoen. IEEE J. Quantumr Elei-
locked laser; (2) the pulse repetition frequency (twice tron. QE-20, 628 1984 .
the modulator driving frequency) is somewhat above .. T. Tomie and M. Yano. in Digest of Cofrerncc ,,ri La,#-
the cavity round-trip frequency (by 6-8 kHz) when the and Electro-Optics (Optical Society of America. \\ah.
shortest pulses are obtained. These two observations ington. D.C.. 1985). p 126.
are consistent with FM mode-locking theory- but not 4. S. A. Strobel. P.-T. Ho. C. H. Lee, and G L Burdge. Appi
with pure AM mode-locking theory.: "Phys. Lett. 45. 1171 (1984)w have also introduced a simple method to in- We are grateful to the Shanghai Institute of Optics and

e hFine Mechanics for the Nd phosphate glass slab
crease the pulse energy by mechanically chopping the 6 E P. ppen and C. V Shank. in 'ltrash' Lig: PFi,-
Nd-laser beam inside its cavity or the pump beam 6E. P. L Shapiro. ed Springer-Verlag. Berlin. 1911'. pp

outside the cavity. Simultaneous mode locking and 83- 122
relaxation oscillations occur regularly in both cases. 7. .J Koi.enga and A. E Siegman. IEEE .1 Quantum
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Abstract

The performance of a continuous wave actively mode-locked Nd phosphate

* glass laser oscillator and a high repetition rate Nd nhosphate glass regenerative
amplifier is described. Pulses as short as 7 ps at 1 054 pm have been generated at a

100 MHz repetition rate from the laser oscillator The oscillator output has been

O. amplified by 2x10 - to 5 pJ per pulse at a repetition rate of 500 Hz

I
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Introduction

Mode-locked neodymium (Nd) lasers have become indispensable tools for

scientific research. Their high intensity pulses are used to study linear and nonlinear

optical phenomena [1,2]. In all applications, high reliability is required. In many

applications, electronically synchronized pulses at a high repetition rate are desired

for fast data acquisition.

Although a continuous wave (cw) actively mode-locked Nd.YAG laser can be

electronically synchronized and can generate optical pulses at a high rate, it cannot

produce short pulses reliably. For instance, because of its narrow fluorescence line

width (- 5 cm- ) [3,4], the Nd YAG pulse width is limited to about 70-100 ps for

- modulator driving frequencies of about 50 MHz and moderate modulation depths

[5,7]. Although passively mode-locked Nd.YAG lasers can produce 25 ps pulses [8,9]

and colliding pulse mode-locked lasers can generate 10-12 ps pulses [10], the passive

*mode-locking process with a saturable dye absorber in these lasers creates a large

time jitter which prevents electronic synchronizing

The Nd glass laser, on the other hand, has a broad linewidth (- 200 cm-i) and

can therefore generate much shorter pulses Laser pulses of a few picoseconds have

been generated from Nd glass lasers by either passive mode-locking [11,14], or

. actve and pass:ve mode-locking [15], or purely active mode-!ocking [161 Short

pulses from an active mode-locked Nd glass laser can be synchronized to external

equipment Ho-evever, these shoit pulses come with a price. Because of the small

* stimulated emissior cross-section (3-4 x 10 21 cm-), which is an order of magnitude

smaller than that of Nd YAG, a Nd glass laser has a much higher threshold than a

Nd YAG laser Furthermore, the thermal conductivity of Nd glass is also an order of

magnitude smaller than that of Nd YAG This makes heat dissipation difficult in

Nd glass, and as a result, Nd glass encounters severer thermal distortions [12]

* (1)
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despite the small thermal-optic coefficient of Nd glass. In fact, Nd glass is more

easily fractured by thermally-induced stress than Nd:YAG. The conventional flash

S.lamp pumping of Nd glass generates a lot of useless heat at short wavelengths;

therefore, short pulses from these Nd glass lasers are generated by Q-swiching at a

few hertz repetition rate [11,16]. And passively mode-locked laser pulses have

inherent, stochastic fluctuations, so that stability is poor and synchronizing

impossible.

We have developed a c, . actively mode-locked Nd phosphate glass laser. It

combines the advantages of short pulse generation, high repetition rate, and

- synchronizability. The argon laser longitudinal pump scheme reduces the severe

thermal problems thereby allowing cw operation [17,18]. The laser has generated

pulses as short as 7 ps at 1.054 pm at a 100 MHz repetition rate with >20 mw of

average power [19]. In this paper, we will describe the laser construction and

performance This cw actively mode-locked ring laser also provides a unique

opportunity to study the pulse formation in an inhomogeneously broadened solid

state laser and to explore some previously unreported properties associated with a

ring laser. In the following sections we will discuss the laser characteristics and

compare the characteristics of the mode-locked homogeneously broadened laser

and other ring lasers with the Nd phosphate glass laser.

Recently, many groups [5,6,20,211 have compressed the pulses from a cw

actively mode-locked Nd.YAG laser by using an optical fiber and gratings

Pulses have been compressed to the subpicosecond region [5,21]. However, because

of stimulated Raman scattering, the pulse energy after the compression is limited to

1 to 20 nJ [5,6,20,21]. For higher intensity applications, the pulse energy has to be

amplified further A Nd YAG regenerative amplifier can operate at kilohertz

(2)
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repetition rates [22], but its narrow linewidth prevents it from amplifying short

pulses. However, a high repetition rate Nd glass amplifier system can produce

-. ultrashort pulses at high repetition rates. We will describe the first operation of

such a high repetition rate Nd glass regenerative amplifier, which can amplify the

pulse energy up to 5 pJ at a 500 Hz repetition rate.

Laser Oscillator

The ring resonator configuration of the laser oscillator is shown in Fig. 1. The

spherical mirror M1 through which the pump beam enters has a dichroic coating for

* maximum transmission at 514 nm. The laser medium is a rectangular Nd phosphate

glass slab 3 mm thick, 20 mm long and 15 mm wide [23]. The two 3 x 15 mm surfaces

are polished and antireflection coated at 1.054pm The glass slab is wrapped with

indium foil and sandwiched between two copper blocks which are cooled by

temperature - controlled running water. The Nd glass slab is longitudinally pumped

by the cw output at 514 nm from an argon ion laser, which is focused at the Nd glass

medium with a beam waist of 65 pm A standing wave acousto-optic modulator

(IntraAction ML-505J) actively mode-locks the Nd glass laser. Both windows of the

modulator are AR-coated at 1.06pm The modulator is driven with 1.5 watts of RF

0power at about 50 MHz-half of the round trip frequency of the ring cavity - by a

frequency synthesizer with 10 Hz sensitivity and 10-9 stability and by a broad band

'- RF power amplifier. The modulator is cooled by temperature - controlled running

0 water.

CW mode-locking of the Nd phosphate glass laser was readily achieved with

argon-ion pump power greater than 0.8 watts and with the intra-cavity acousto-

4optic modulator tuned to a cavity resonance around 50 MHz. Although our cavity

design provides a large stability range, we have found that it is important to adjust

o . (3)
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the spacing between the two spherical mirrors to the middle of the stability range

This adjustment results in a cavity which is less sensitive to intracavity elements and

more tolerant to the thermal lensing in the glass. Moreover, by operating in the

middle of the stable range, the argon-ion pump beam profile has a better match to

that of the Nd glass laser. The argon-ion pump laser power must be held within 0.2

watts; otherwise, lasing will cease.

The mode-locked laser performance is monitored by a fast pin-diode detector

and sampling oscilloscope. Tuning sensitivity of the acousto-optic modulator

driving frequency depends on the pulse duration itself. For instance, when pulse

widths are longer than - 120 ps, a few hundred hertz shift in driving frequency will

not change the pulse duration appreciably. However, when pulse widths are

shorter than- 70 ps, even a 10 Hz shift in driving frequency can appreciably change

the pulse duration, as monitored on the sampling oscilloscope. In addition to the

acousto-optic modulator tuning effects on the pulse width, any etalons created by

intracavity elements can also change the pulse width, so extensive care has been

taken to avoid these effects

-: A TEMa0 transverse mode is essential for the generation of short pulses With

good alignment, a TEM 0, transverse mode is achieved without any intracavity

aperture because the focused pump beam at the medium forms an effective

aperture. However, when the resonator is not aligned well, the laser will produce
O:t

higher order transverse modes During operation with higher transverse modes,

laser pulses are long (> 150 ps), whereas during TEMOO mode operation laser pulse

widths are reduced appreciably Such a broad pulse width for higher transverse

modes is primarily caused by non-degeneracy of the mode spacing for the

(4)
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fundamental and higher order transverse modes. For a mixture of transverse

modes, phase-locking of all the modes becomes difficult.

We have found experimentally that tne argon-ion pump level plays an

-important role in the overall performance of the Nd.glass laser. Basically, as the

pump power increases, the laser stability and the pulse coherence improve, and the

. pulse width gets shorter. Fig 2 summarizes the pulse widths observed at different

pump powers. When the Nd. phosphate glass medium is pumped below 1.1 watts,

the laser output is not stable and only > 100 ps pulse widths can be attained, as

observed on the sampling oscilloscope. When the pump power is increased to 1.2

0 watts, pulse widths shorter than 100 ps are observed. And when the pump power is

increased to above 1.4 watts, pulse widths less than 50 ps are measured. (These

short pulse widths were measured by the standard colinear intensity

autocorrelation method[24].) When the pump power exceeds 1.8 watts, good

stable laser operation is achieved The sampling oscillogram of laser pulses (Fig 3)

shows the good stability and reproducibility of the laser, although the pulse width is

shorter than the detection bandwidth limit of 73 ps. The autocorrelation

measurements yield pulse widths typically between 20 to 30 ps with good coherence

U., characteristics. At a pump power of -3 2 watts, we obtained the shortest pulse wialh

of 7 ps (Fig. 4). (To avoid possible damage to the Nd glass slab, we did not use pump

powers higher than 3.3 watts.)

The improved performance of the laser as the pump power increases can be

explained qualitatively as follows Although the Nd phosphate glass is nominally

inhomogeneously broadened with an effective fluorescence linewidth . f = 6 x 10"-

Hz, the homogeneous width of each constituent ion species is about 6 x 101 Hz [25]

This homogeneous width is broad enough to cover many longitudnal modes of the

i.. (5)



resonator (mode spacing = 100 MHz). The laser is neither strictly homogeneously

broadened nor strictly tnhomogeneously broadened, but rather it is more

homogeneously broadened at low pumping levels and increasingly

inhomogeneously broadened at higher pumping levels. Mode-locking a

homogeneously broadened laser is more difficult as the bandwidth comes from

sideband generation. Mode-locking an inhomogeneously broadened laser is easier,

since the bandwidth is already there. Only a small injection signal from sideband

generation is required to lock in phase the different components within the free-

running bandwidth. Thus in our case, at lower pumping levels we can estimate the

pulse width i using theories for actively mode-locked homogeneous lasers [26]. As

the pumping level increases, the laser becomes more inhomogeneously broadened

and the free-running bandwidth increases. We can expect the pulse width to

decrease as the longitidinal modes within the increased bandwidth are locked

together, which is indeed what we observe experimentally.

"*': The steady state pulse width - expected from active mode-locking a

homogeneously broadened laser is [26, 27]

1 (2 in 2V l

~f
N.

for the single pass amplitude transmission given byLml) cos (@,,,sin2nft) (21

S where Af is the gain linewidth, f, is the modulator driving frequency, em is the

modulation depth and g j In (1/Ref,) is the saturated round trip amplitude gain

Reff is the effective power reflectivity including all cavity losses

04 (6)
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In our experiment, the following parameters are used or estimated the

Nd phosphate glass effective fluorescence linewidth .sf = 6 x 10' 2 Hz, fm = 50 MHz,

em 0 4, and g = 0.064. With these parameters, the pulse width expected from Eqn

1 is t = 17 ps This value is comparable to the 20 - 25 ps pulse widths observed

experimentally at some moderate pumping levels. We do observe quite a large

-: pulse width variation at lower pumping levels (See Fig 2) However, in this unstable

.-. region of operation the Kuizenga-Siegman theory 126] can no longer be applied

At our highest pump power, the shortest pulse generated (only 7 ps) was about

twice as short as that predicted by Eqn. 1. The simultaneous measurement of the

pulse spectrum by a spectrometer with a scanning diode array [28] yie!ds a 5.5 A

* pulse bandwidth (Fig 5). We think that such short pulse generation reflects the

following two facts: 1) the increasing importance of inhomogeneous broadening

and 2) the involvement of phase modulation. We note that the bandwidth of the 7

ps pulses, 5.5 A, now approaches the homogeneous linewidth As the Nd glass

behaves more like an inhomogeneously broadened gain medium, the free-running

bandwidth increases and mode-locking is facilitated. Although coherent, the

shortest pulses we obtained, 7 ps, did have a bandwidth broader than the minimum

required by Fourier transform. (The measured product of pulse width - bandwidth

is - 1.1). A modulated structure can clearly be seen in the pulse spectrum (Fig. 5),th s

* structure indicates that such short pulses are indeed phase modulated Phase

modulation broadens the pulse spectral bandwidth, and under proper cordtions, it

can generate very short pulses

O.1

Self-phase-modulation (SPM) occurs commonly in high power Nd glass lasers

[12,16,29] Ina recent experiment, Tomie [161 generated 4 ps pulses at the second
VIP,.

harmonic from an actively mode-locked arid Q-switched Nd phosphate glass laser

"" The mechanism for generating such short pulses is found to be the SPM and

r. .

04 (7)
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interference through a thin etalon 116). The intracavity laser Intensity in that

experiment is 300 MW.'cm 2 , which is above the SPM onset intensity of 150 MW/cm:

[11]. In our experiment, however, the focused intracavity laser intensity at the

* Nd glass medium is about 30 MW'cm 2 (15nJ intracavity pulse energy and beam waist

of 58 pm even for a pulse duration of 10 ps. The laser intensity at the acousto-optic

modulator is two orders of magnitude lower than that at the laser gain medium.

Furthermore, no thin etalon is inserted inside our laser cavity. The shortest

intracavity element is the 2 cm long Nd phosphate glass slab, hence, when the pu!se

duration is less than 100 ps, any possible interference caused by the slab is expected

-to be very weak+ Therefore, the SPM effect, at least, is not the main pulse shaping

mechanism Instead, we observe a correlation between the onset of the modulated

pulse spectrum and a tuning of the modulator driving frequency. At a certain

modulator driving frequency, the laser generates pulses (- 20 ps) which yield a

smooth bell-shaped pulse spectrum with a 2 7 A bandwidth. When the modulator

* driving frequency is tuned about 1 KHz above the cavity resonance frequency, the

. pulse spectrum broadens and the modulated structure appears. This suggests that

some phase modjlation is introduced through the detuning in the modulation

process and that this phase modulation is involved in the pulse shaping In fact, for

the case of mode-locking by FM modulation [26] when the pulse repetition

4 frequency (twice the modulator driving frequency) is detuned above the cavity

resonance frequency, the laser pulse width is actually shortened The short puise

generation mechanism in our experiment is not yet fully understood, and work on

this effect is continuing

Also, we have observed a directional asymmetry of laser oscillation in our

actively mode-locked ring laser oscillator. With the acousto-optic modulator driving

power off, cw laser oscillatiorn occurs In both counter propagating directions with

nearly equal intensity However, with the modulator driving power on and with the

(8)
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Nd glass laser aligned to give short pulses, the oscillation intensity in one direction

is much greater ( 20 times) than that in the other direction. The laser power drop-

*: off in one direction is usually accompanied by an increase in power in the counter

- propagating beam. By adjusting the acousto-optic modulator elevation angle

(around the Bragg angle), we can flip the dominant laser oscillation from one

direction to the other direction. Mandel and Abraham [30] and Lett et al. [31] have

studied the stability of a bidirectional homogeneously broadened ring laser. For a

single longitudinal mode oscillation in two directional modes, they found that the

symmetric solution is alvays unstable above threshold, whereas the asymmetric

solution has a finite domain of stability. Destabilization of this asymmetric solution

causes spontaneous and random switching between the zero-intensity mode and

* the oscillating mode. However, for multi-mode lasers, especially mode-locked ring

" lasers, no theoretical or experimental results of such directional asymmetry of

oscillation have been reported. In fact, colliding pulse mode-locking of a ring laser

*: [32] requires two equally intense beams in the two counter propagating directions

Tomov et al. [33] reported a unidirectional traveling wave operation of their mode-

locked Nd glass ring laser. But in their set-up a saturable absorber cell was placed

near one end of the laser medium to generate directional discrimination, and the

unidirectional oscillation is unique. In our experiment, no discriminative element is

deliberately inserted inside the ring cavity, and the modulator is placed a q a'-er o

the cavity length away from the laser medium. Since the fluorescence iifetime of

the Nd-glass ( 300ps) is much longer than the cavity round trip time (10 ns), cross

saturation effects should be negligible The mechanism of this previously

unreported asymmetric directional oscillation in an actively mode-locked Nd glass

ring laser is not well understood. However, we can again correlate the asymmetric

oscillation to the pulse narrowing via the gain level increase since the gain in one

direction will be enhanced if an asymmetric oscillation favors that direction.

(9)
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We have also studied tlte %d g ass laser behavior when a mechanical chopper is

used to chop (at a rate betvee,, 290 *o 500 Hz) ether the IR laser beam inside the

cavity or the argon-ion lase- n. p be-am outsde the cavity In both cases,

simultaneous mode-locking o' nd :vd al pu !ses and envelope relaxation oscillation

occur as shown in Fig 6. The perod of the envelope relaxation peaks is about 50 - 60

Ps, and the width of the nt'a sp ke s about 1 ps. After about 600 ps, the envelope

of the mode-locked pulses rea kes ts steady state value Similar phenomena have

been observed before [34,35] n the prelase stage of actively mode-locked and Q-

switched Nd YAG lasers, and t-e envelope relaxation oscillation is the well known

result of the transient inte'p'ay among the population inversion, the ntracavity

4 photon flux and the photon decay time [36]

The pulse energy at the peak of the initial spike is increased 40 times over the

pulse energy at the steady stale when we chop the infrared beam inside the cavity

while we cw pump the Nd phosphate olass. The pulse energy increases at the

expense of an increase in pulse width. Autocorrelation traces of pulses from this

mode-locking and relaxation oscillaton show the characteristic of a spike on a

broader (80 to 100 ps) shoulder

Regenerative Amplifier

We have also developed a linear cw-pumped Nd phosphate glass regenerative

6 amplifier as shown in Fig 7. (Like the oscillator, the amplifier is also cw pumped

which allows operation at high repetition rates ) The resonator is constructed from

two high-reflection (1 06um) coated plane parallel mirrors and a f = 85 mm

focusing lens Ths resonator is similar to the oscillator ring resonator except that a

. different focusing lens and resonator length have been used A 2 x 15 x 20 mm

* (10)
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Nd phosphate glass slab (Schott LG 760) provides the gain. The cooling scheme for

the laser glass slab is the same as that used in the oscillator. A single intracavity

Pockels cell [Medox 0690-KDP] is used in the regenerative amplifier. During the on

stage, the Pockels cell introduces a quarter wave retardation and during the off

stage it introduces a full wave retardation. The Pockels cell, combined with a

quarter-wave plate and a thin film polarizer, traps the injected pulse and later

dumps it out of the regenerative amplifier. Phase locking of the regenerative

amplifier with the injected mode-locked pulse is maintained by driving the Pockeis

- cell at 500 Hz down-shifted from the 50 MHz driving frequency of the :aser oscillator

acousto-optic modulator. To minimize loss, all intracavity elements are anti-

o reflection coated at 1 06pm

To isolate the regenerative amplifier from the oscillator and extract the

amplified pulses from the amplifier we use a R= 10% beam splitter. The beam wa'st

of the oscillator is imaged by a lens to match the larger amplifier waist so that the

diffraction loss of the injected pulse energy can be minimized. This approach

maintains a high energy contrast ratio of the initial injected pulse to the

spontaneous emission from the amplifier and thereby minimizes the amplfied

spontaneous emission.
[•

0

A portion (-20 pJ) of the 20 ps output pulse train from the cw mode-locked

Nd phosphate glass laser oscillator is injected into the regenerative amplifier

0 When the regenerative amplifier is pumped with 1.8 watts of argon ion laser

power, the injected pulse is amplified to maximum energy after about 300 round

trip passes and then is dumped out from the amplifier. An amplified pulse energy

of lpi (5x0 amplification) has been realized with this regenerative amplifier

(When thermal birefringence is compensated for, ther. 5pJ output pulses can be

A,.

-' (11)
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produced. This is discussed later.) The 500 Hz repetition rate is presently limited by

the Pockels cell. However, the cw pump scheme should allow a 2 KHz repetition

rate operation ultimately limited by upper level lifetime.

Preliminary streak camera measurements of the amplified pulse width show a

primary peak 50 - 60 ps in width (Fig 8) and smaller satellites about 1 ns away. Two

causes for this long pulse width are possible One is the gain saturation which can

cause the line-narrowing of the gain medium. However, because of the much

broader linewidth of Nd glass than the pulse bandwidth, this line-narrowing will

not affect the pulse bandwidth until the amplification is near its peak. Another

possible cause could be the SPM which might occur in the later stage of the

* amplification process. Although we believe that self-phase modulation is not

occurring in the oscillator because of the low power density, we should note that

the pulse energy can be 40 times greater inside the regenerative amplifier than

inside the oscillator. Thus, strong self-phase modulation may occur leading to the

pulse broadening observed. Such pulse broadening could be eliminated by

. compressing the amplifier output with a grating pair. Considering the broad

linewidth of Nd glass, one could expect amplification of pulses as short as 200 fs. (A
.,j,-

low repetition rate Nd glass chirped pulse amplifier and compression system

," produced 2 ps pulses with the possibility of subpicosecond pulse performance [37,

*O 381)

Even when the regenerative amplifier is aligned to have a net gain greater than

one, the relatively long amplification process (- 300 round trips) indicates that the

i0,  unsaturated net gain of the regenerative amplifier is small We find that this small

unsaturated net gain is caused by thermal birefringence. Thermal birefringence

and thermal lensing effects are well known for high power Nd YAG and Nd glass
'p

lasers [39] Our experimental studies (40], in accordance with theory, show that

under tight focusing even a few watts of absorbed heat can cause strong thermal

LL

04 (12)
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lensing and thermal birefringence Using a mechanical chopper to chop the argon-

ion laser pump beam, we observe the effect of the thermal birefringence loss. The

laser leakage output from one end mirror is monitored by a pin-diode detector

. which is calibrated by a caloric power meter. With a polarizer inside the cavity and

- with the pump beam chopped at a 50 percent duty cycle, the laser output

monotonically decreases after the initial relaxation oscillations (about 600 ps)

. during the lasing period. The laser output about 600 pis after lasing begins is

* compared with the laser output when cw pumping is used Similar experiments are

S-done with the polarizer removed. Fig 9 summarizes our results Although the laser

alignment has not been optimized, the dramatic difference between cw pumping

*and chopped pumping with and without the intracavity polarizer clearly reflects the

-i effect of the thermal birefringence loss.

There are several poss;ble solutions to the thermal problem. One can use a

• -semiconductor diode laser or diode laser array as the pump source. The diode laser

-* pump at - 800 nm has a better quantum efficiency and probably a better branching

-* ratio than the argon-ion laser pump at 514 nm. Thus, for a given gain level the

residual heat can be reduced by a factor of more than 3 as compared with argon-ion

laser pumping Recent experiments with diode-laser-array-pumped solid state

lasers have shown high efficiency [41, 42], and the development of high power

d,ode-laser-array pumping shows a promising future [431

To avoid unnecessary heat generation, synchronous pumping up to 2 KHz can

replace cw pumping, since one does not have to pump longer than the 300 p sec

fluorescence lifetime of Nd'- . The unnecessary heat generated between each

period of energy storage and amplification can thus be removed. High repetition

*, (13)
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rate periodic pumping can be achieved either by using a quasi-cw diode laser array

or by simply chopping the pump laser beam at a high repetition rate.

An alternative solution to the thermal problem is a thermal-bi refringence-

compensated resonator [44] Fig. 10 is the schematic of a variant. It is designed

specifically to accommodate the symmetric double end-pumping of two Nd glass

slabs. The 90 crystal quartz polarization rotator, placed between the two Nd glass

slabs, flips the radial and tangential field components at every point in the

-transverse beam profile. Thus, the dfference between the radial index and the

tangential index caused by thermal stress in one Nd glass slab is compensated for in

the second Nd glass slab because the field components have been switched. With

this therrnal-birefringence-compensated regenerative amplifier, we have amplf,ed

the pulse energy to 5 pJ in about 110 round trips at the same 1.8 watt pump power

used to pump the previously-configured regenerative amplifier (We have end-

pumped each phosphate glass slab with 0 9 watts.) This represents a factor of 5

increase in the amplified pulse energy and a reduction of about 3 in the build-up

time

[( 1
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Summary

We have described the per forma nce of a cw actively mode -locked Nd-phospha~e

glass laser oscillator and a high repetition rate Nd phosphate glass regenerative

amplifier. A 100 MHz pulse train at 1.054 pm has been generated with 7 ps pulse

widths and an average output power of >20 mW. By mechanically chopping the

- Nd glass laser beam in the cavity we increased the pulse energy 40 times at the

expense of broadening the pulse width. Moreover, we found that the gain level of

I the Nd phosphate glass laser is important in generating short and coherent laser

pulses. At moderate pumping levels a pulse width - 20 ps is produced which agrees

with the value expected from a theory for the actively mode-locked homogeneous

laser At high pump levels even sho-ter pulses are generated, and phase

modulation, introduced through the detuning in the modulation process, is

involved in the pulse shaping By compensating for the thermal birefringence, we

designed a regenerative amplifier which amplified the laser pulses from the c"

actively mode-locked Nd phosphate glass oscilator to 5 pJ at a 500 Hz repetition

rate. In addition, only a single argon-ion laser pumped both the oscillator and the

regenerative amplifier. Furthermore, the Nd glass medium has the oeF'tal for

amplifying pulses as short as 200 Is at a high repetition rate

0
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- Figure Captions:

Figure 1: Schematic of the cw actively mode-locked Nd phosphate glass laser

* . oscillator. M1 - dichroic-coated piano-concave mirror with R = 30 cm.

-.:. M2 - R = 30 cm plano-concave mirror with HR coating. M3, MS - piano

mirrors with HR coating. M4 - piano mirror with a reflectance of 9 7 C.

Figure 2 Pulse widths observed at different pump powers. The solid squares

are measured by a sampling oscilloscope; the circles are measured by

autocorrelation.

Figure 3. Sampling oscillogram of the cw mode-locked pulses. The combined

response time of the detector and the sampling oscilloscope is 73 ps

(FWHM).

Figure 4, Autocorrelation trace of pulses from the cw mode-locked

Nd phosphate glass laser. A Gaussian pulse shape is assumed. The 3 to

1 ratio indicates that pulses are coherent.

Figure 5 Spectrum of pulses of 7 psec pulse width. FWHM 5.5 A. The

spectrometer has a resolution of 0.156 A,'diode at 1pm.

Figure 6 Simultaneous mode-locking and relaxation oscillations when the pump

4 beam outside the cavity is chopped Although the individual mode-

locked pu!ses cannot be resolved, the envelope relaxation oscil;atiorns

6' can be seen clea,'y

Figure 7 Schematic of the ,inear Nd pniosphate glass regenerative amplifier M I

-plano mirror with dchroc coatings M2 - plano mirror with HR
- .4#

O. coating L - lens with f = 8 5 cm BS1 - beam splitter with reflectance

of - 10% at 1 054 pro. BS2 - be3m splitter with reflectance of -50: at 514

4nm

Figure 8 Streak camera pcture of the amplified pulse The pulse width is 50 ps

(FWHM)

(22)
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Figure 9. Laser output as observed through mirror M2 of the linear cavity. The

Pockels cell and the quarter-wave plate are removed Outputs for four

cases are observed with or without the intracavity polarizer for either

chopped or cw pumping. For the chopped pumping case the plotted

power was measured about 600 ps after initial lasing.

, Figure 10. Schematic of the thermal birefringence compensated Nd phosphate

glass regenerative amplifier. The two Nd phosphate glass slabs are the

same (Schott LG 760) Ml -dichroic-coated plano-concave mirror with

- R = 10 cm- M2 - dichroic- coated piano-concave mirror with R = 30 cm

M3 - ptano mirror with HR coating 851 - beam splitter with R- 10: at

-1 054 prn and R-50% at 514 nm.
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Investigation of a New Optoelectronic CW
Microwave Source

CHRISTOPHER J. CLARK, EVE A. CHAUCHARD, KEVIN J. WEBB, MEMBER, IEEE.

KAWTHAR A. ZAKI, CHI H. LEE, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, PENELOPE POLAK-DINGLES.
"-J HING-LOI A. HUNG, AND HO C. HUANG

-. Abstract-A new O-GHz microwase source which utilizes pico- into the optical form. Thus, a technology for conversion
second photoconductors is presented. Experimental results are given,

. - .including details of a comprehensve noise stud). Such a source can be .
extended to millimeter-wave frequencies, with application to mono- is needed. Electrical pulses can be converted into optical

S' lilhic active phased arra) antenna elements, high speed data process- pulses by: 1) electrooptic modulation in an optical chan-
lag, and transceivers. nel waveguide, or 2) direct modulation of a laser diode

by the pulse current.

INTRODUCTION The general class of switching devices based on the pi-
cosecond photoconductivity effect has received consider-

!--.HE PRECISE generation and control of microwave able attention recently ill. The photoconductivit effect
- and millimeter-wave signals using integrated tech- is the long wavelength limit of a more general phenomena
nology is essential for the next generation of high-speed in which the complex dielectric constant of the semicon-

* broad-band system-. It is desirable to utilize optoelec- ducting medium is modified by the introduction of an op-
tronic components where possible for such applications as tically induced electron-hole plasma. When the dimen-
microwave and millimeter-wave signal processing, re- sion of the plasma region is much smaller than the
ceivers/transmitters, and phased array antennas. We now wavelength of the electrical signals to be controlled, the

- . have at our disposal optoelectronic devices that work in plasma region may be regarded as a lumped circuit ele-
the picosecond time domain. The trend is toward a class ment. Most semiconductor switches are in this category
of devices which integrate optics into electronic func- and they are regarded as conductive mode switches.
tions. We classify this class of devices into the category Ultrafast optoelectronic switching is an important ap-

of picosecond optical electronics, which combines the plication for conductive switches. The devices can be cat-
fields of optics and electronics [1]-131. The link for these egorized into low and high voltage applications. In the
two fields is picosecond photoconductivity [1]. low voltage application, the device is used as a high speed

The picosecond photoconductivity effect is the genera- optical detector or fast sampler. The important character-
tion of an ultrashort photo-current signal in a photocon- istics are fast rise and decay times for the electrical signal.
ductor when it is illuminated by an ultrashon optical pulse. This generally necessitates a short carrier lifetime, even
For example, 8-femtosecond (fs) optical pulses have been though this results in the disadvantage of low mobility. In
observed 12]. The unique feature of the picosecond OptS- the high voltage application the device is used as a jitter-
cal device is its ability to generate low-noise electronic free switch with extremely fast (a few picoseconds) turn-
pulses synchronized with the optical pulses. For frequen- on time 1. We have demonstrated the high voltage

* cies through Ka-band, a high-speed microelectronic switching using Cr:GaAs, CdS0 5Se 0 5, and insulating
- amplifier, utilizing high electron mobility transistors diamond.

(HEMT's), may be integrated with the photoconductor The rise time of the photoconductive signal can ap-
switch. Dispersion in microstrip interconnects will de- proach the rise time of the optical pulse, which can be on
grade the pulse shape. Therefore, for relatively large dis- the order of 10 fs (terahertz spectral components). The
tances, it is necessary to convert the electrical signals back electrical pulse fall time is primarily determined by the

carrier lifetime, which can be engineered to be as short as
I ps.

Manuscnpt received July 9, 1986. revised Nov. 20, 1986. This work
was partially supported by the Laboratory for Physical Science and the Air There are a large number of devices which can be based
Force Office of Scientific Research. on the picosecond photoconductivity effect. They include
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burg, MD 20871. are scalable (large and submicron sizes), have a large dy-
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Fig I. Basic expenmental setup for generating CW microwave signals
from a mode-locked laser.

microelectronic devices. These features lend the device to sion, connectors, and cables. The output power and sta-
applications such as: high data rate signal processing, high bility of the signal generated by this technique are the most
speed detectors, streak camera triggering, millimeter- critical factors in determining its applicability. The short
wave phase shifting and modulating, ultra-short high term stability of the source is of particular importance and
power pulse generation, microwave and millimeter-wave has not previously been considered in detail for this ap-
sources, and on-chip picosecond diagnostics. A poten- plication. Methods for increasing the power level and im-
tially powerful application for the device when used as a proving the amplitude and frequency stability of the out-
coherent CW source is in a phased array antenna. Optical put signal are discussed.
techniques for feeding arrays have received considerable
attention recently [41-171. The central issue is to provide EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

the correct phase and amplitude excitation at each element The experimental configuration for the generation of
of the array in a manner which allows rapid scanning. A CW microwave signals with picosecond photoconductors
photoconductive switch with an appropriate filter and am- is shown in Fig. 1. A synchronously pumped dye laser
plifier could be placed at each element in the array. The operating at 590 nm is used to obtain 3-ps FWHM optical
phase of excitation can then be controlled optically. Such pulses at a repetition rate of 100 MHz. These pulses are
an array of active elements can be monolithically inte- applied to a biased photoconductive switch. The switch
grated. The picosecond photoconductor can also be used may be designed such that the output electrical pulses have
to realize a pulse code modulator (PCM) by switching a rise times that are limited by the rise time of the optical
microwave/millimeter-wave signal at appropriate inter- pulse. The spectral components produced at the switch
vals. Such a system permits very high modulation rates. output extend up to tens of gigahertz and are spaced every

We have demonstrated earlier the generation of 3-GHz 100 MHz, corresponding to the harmonics of the pulse
CW signals by the pulse excitation of a resonant cavity train generated. The switch is matched to 50 11 and fed to
[8]. The generation of short pulses of microwave signals a narrow-band bandpass filter. The passband of this filter
has been reported 191-1111. Also, a 3-GHz CW signal has is narrow enough so that only a single spectral component
been generated by using a mode-locked krypton-ion laser will be present at the output. The low noise amplifier pro-
with both an avalanche photodiode and an optoelectronic vides the signal with gain so that the signal may be ana-
switch [12]. In [131, a technique involving the FM side- lyzed on a sampling oscilloscope.
band injection locking of a laser diode has been used to This setup is also used to measure the frequency stabil-
generate a 35-GHz CW signal. This was done by beating ity of the CW signal generated. This is done by measuring
two longitudinal modes of a diode laser in a high-speed the phase noise on the spectral components with the spec-
p-i-n detector. This technique requires accurate tempera- trum analyzer. The noise on the CW signal generated re-
ture stabilization of the lasers and provides a signal level suits primarily from the jitter of the optical pulses gener-
of-53 dBm. ated by the mode-locked laser. Since the picosecond

This paper will elaborate on the realization ofa 10-GHz switch introduces negligible jitter in comparison, this
-. CW microwave source using the photoconductivity effect. setup may be used as a diagnostic tool for the operation
l An advantage of this technique is that the components re- of the laser system. Both AM and FM noise in the optical

quired are relatively easy to obtain and use. The technique pulse train ap-sr as noise sidebands on each spectral
requires a minimum number of components: a source of component. The large number of spectral components
short optical pulses (a mode-locked laser), a picosecond permit the observation of the relative amount of AM and
optical switch, a microwave filter, and an amplifier. Each FM noise produced by the laser system as a function of
of these components have the flexibility of being reduced the harmonic number. Each spectral component may be
in size so that the entire configuration may be integrated considered as a signal obtained by frequency multiplying

-, a onto a single substrate. This will enhance the overall per- the fundamental component by its corresponding har-
formance by minimizing the detrimental effects of disper- monic number. The AM noise remains constant with har-

4,.
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monic number but FM noise is proportional to the square LASE

of the harmonic number [14]. This statement is correct
for an ideal frequency multiplication process vhere the INPUT B ,,AS
harmonic number is considered as the multiplication fac- VOLTAGE Lfor. The AM and FM noise produced by the laser will ' " / /

* correspond to amplitude and phase fluctuations in the CW
signal generated.

. MICROST RIP LINES

THE PICOSECOND PHOTOCONDUCTIVE SWITCH SEMI-INSULATiNG SUBSTRATE

The basic photoconductive switch is shown in Fig. 2. Fig 2 Picosecond photoconductive switch

It consists of a microstrip transmission line structure with
a small gap which separates the input from the output. where R is the reflectivity of the semiconductor surface,
The structure is fabricated on a semi-insulating photocon-
ductive substrate. In this work a Cr-doped GaAs substrate e is the charge of an electron, w is the optical angular

with a 100-Mm gap was used. When the gap is in the dark frequency, n(t) and p(t) are the time varying electron

state (no optical illumination), the high resistivity of the and hole concentrations, p and s,, are the electron and

semi-insulating substrate will provide a path of extremely hole mobilities, I is the width of the gap, and 14, is the
low conductance. This high impedance state gives the total energy in the optical pulse. When high level optical
o- c n sillumination is applied to the gap, the induced carrier con-

switch excellent noise rejection properties since the dark centrations are much higher than the equilibrium concen-
current generated by the bias voltage is extremely low. trations so th g he tAarge e chrgemfieldeisWhna ptclple sfcsd.ntesithgp" trations, so that g >> Go. A large space charge field is
Wcreated as the generated electrons and holes drift apart.
temporar) electron-hole plasma is formed, connecting the The addition of this space charge field completely alters
input to the output. This action produces an electrical
pulse with a rise time approaching the optical pulse rise the equilibrium electric field distribution. The distribution
time and a fall time atpriailt the carrie re of the field may be calculated by solving Poisson's equa-'.-,,.time and a fall time related primarily to the carrier recom-

bination time. The microstrip transmission line has a tion if the charge distribution and dynamics are known.

characteristic impedance of 50 0, which allows for stan- If the dimensions of the gap are selected to achieve the

,d-,chardcteinuti i anc output conc which minimize rise time desired, a simpler model may be used to predict
dard SMA input and output connections which the switch response. Neglecting the gap capacitance, thereflections and pulse broadening.

The photoconductive switch has been modeled by Aus- equivalent circuit reduces to a simple time varying con-

ton 115] in terms of macroscopic circuit elements. The ductance inserted in a transmission line of characteristic

- model consists of a conductance G(t) in parallel with a pedance A. Transmission line analysis may be applied
capacitance C, which are embedded in a transmission line to obtain the solution for the transmitted voltage wave as
structure. Noting that this simplified model has an inher- ZV,.
ent RCtime constant, the geometry and dimensions of the =2 + l/G(t) (2)

gap are critical for high speed switch operation. The ca-
pacitance of a 100-um gap embedded in a 50-0 microstrip where V,, is the input bias voltage. If we assume constant

-. line with a relative permittivity of 10 is approximately 25 carrier mobilities, G(t) is proportional to the carrier con-
fF16]. centrations, n(t) and p(r). Then for small concentration

-_.,, A general expression for the switch conductance G(t) carrier values, Vo, is proportional to G(t). When the car-
0 was obtained in 115] by considering the dissipated power ticr concentration becomes large, Vol will saturate at

in the photoconductor and using Ohm's law. The con- V,,/2. An electron-hole pair is generated almost simul-
ductance consists of two parts: the constant dark conduc- taneously with the absorption of a photon from the optical

*. tivity Go, and a time varying conductance g (t). To obtain beam. Assuming the carrier concentration is low, the out-
an expression for g (t), the electric field distribution in the put waveform will emulate the leading edge of the optical
gap must be known. The field distribution in the gap is a pulse. Slow carrier recombination times cause an ex-

O * function of both the switch electrode geometry and the tended fall time in the output waveform. When a laser
" distribution of the optically induced charged carriers. pulse with a duration which is much shorter than the car-

When low level optical illumination is applied to the gap, ier recombination time is applied to the switch, the out-
the carrier concentration is low compared to the equilib- put will resemble a single sided exponential pulse. Fig. 3
rium concentration so that 0 < g << Go and the field shows the output of the 100-gm Cr : GaAs switch with an
distribution is basically unchanged. An expression for the input bias voltage of 15 V. The gap of the switch was
case of low level optical injection is given by [15]: illuminated with 3-ps FWHM pulses with an average

power of 280 mW. The pulses occur every 10 ns, corre-
G(t) = Go + g(t) sponding to the 100-MHz optical pulse repetition rate of

( -')M+p(" the laser. The measured pulse fall time is approximatel,': .:I"F n (t) A. + P (t) )Ap W as.
: ..,.g(t) -(1 -R) o P2 , P 1

(RW )IFourier analysis may be used to show that the band-

-0
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Fig 3. Output wa*veform from a Cr GaAs switch with a 100-iAm gap and
a 15-V bias when illuminated with 6 ps FWHM optical pulses with an
average power of 280 mW.

I OUTPUT

J t-09V 0 Fig, 5. Circular waveguide coupled cavity filterV : 1 " L , & -r. C 3 0 " 3 "~ I r ? 9 7 5ld il

SThese requirements are most effectively met through theI L I use of a narrow-band coupled waveguide filter with sharp
W _ selectivity [171.

The filter designed for this experiment is shown in Fig.
''1 " I 5. It consists of two cylindrical cavities which are mag-
I GHe 15 GHE netically coupled through a hole in their common wall.

Fig. 4. Averaged power spectrum of the waveform shown in Fig 3. Input and output coupling for the filter is accomplished by
using probes which are located to excite and detect the

width of the power spectrum of a pulse train is extended dominant TEIII mode. By introducing a screw at a 450
by decreasing the pulse rise and fall times. The rise time angle to the excited mode, each cavity will support two
of the electrical pulse generated by the switch is limited independent modes with orthogonal polarizations. The
by the laser's optical pulse rise time (approximately 3 ps). second mode is forced to resonate so that the electric field
To achieve a short pulse fall time, it is necessary to use boundary condition on the conducting screw is met. The
semiconductor materials which have a fast carrier recom- degree of coupling between these orthogonal modes is de-
bination time. The length of the microstrip line must be termined by the depth of the coupling screw. Two addi-
kept to a minimum in order to prevent the degradation of tional screws are used in each cavity to provide tuning of
the pulse rise time that results from dispersion. Fig. 4 the resonant frequency of each mode. Each resonant mode
shows the averaged output power spectrum produced by in the cavity represents an equivalent single tuned circuit.
the waveform shown in Fig. 3. The spectral components Since each cavity resonates with two independently tun-
are spaced every 100 MHz, corresponding to the Fourier able modes, this filter may realize a four pole elliptic
series representation of the periodic pulse train. The en- function response.
velope of the discrete spectrum is the Fourier transform The filter was constructed with brass and tuned to have
of the pulse shape. The 1.6-GHz oscillatory nature of the a center frequency of 9.78 GHz and a 3-dB band% idth of
envelope is most likely due to resonance effects caused by 135 MHz. The maximum passband insertion loss was
the photoconductor packaging and is being investigated measured to be I dB and the stopband attenuation at the
further. Fig. 4 shows that the power spectrum extends to first harmonic to be rejected was approximately 30 dB. A
at least 20 GHz. large spurious response was measured at 10.88 GHz. Cal-

T CUE ATFTculations have verified that this response corresponds to a
THE COUPLED CAVITY FILTER resonance of the TMII 0 mode. The use of a cylindrical

A single frequency 10-GHz signal may be obtained if a cavity mode chart 1181 shows that this is the first mode
bandpass filter is used to select only the 10-GHz spectral that will resonate after the desired TE1I mode.
component from the switch output spectrum. The speci- The instantaneous power spectrum of the switch output
fications for this filter are stringent in terms of the re- and the coupled cavity filter output is shown in Fig. 6. It
quired rejection of the adjacent harmonics and low pass- was necessary to utilize a low-pass filter with a cutoff fre-
band insertion loss. A filter with at least 30 dB of stopband quency of 10.3 GHz to attenuate signals passed by the
insertion loss is required to sufficiently reject the two ad- spurious response.
jacent harmonics which are 100-MHz offset from the 10-
GHz spectral component. The passband insertion loss of THE Low NOISE MESFET AMPLIFIER

- the filter must be kept to a minimum since the power level Since the level of the 9.78-GHz component is - 50
of the 10-GHz harmonic is approximately -50 dBm. dBm, amplification is necessary to detect the waveform

% %p
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Fig 7 Output of the GaAs MESFET amplifier when using boch the cou--I Ipled Cavity and lov pass fillers Vertical scale: 10 mV / larger diN, hor-
500 MHr 9.78 GHr izontal scale. 50 ps /larger div.

Fig 6 Instantaneous power spectrum of the switch output (botim trace).
anld coupled cavity filter output prior to low%-pass filtering (top traceP understanding the validity of the RF spectrum method of

calculating the total rrns jitter.

with a conventional sampling oscilloscope. In the exper- When the AM noise is negligible, the oscillator output
iment, a three-stage GaAs MESFET amplifier was used. may be written in terms of an angle-modulated carrier
At 9.78 GHz the amplifier provides a power gain of 30 v 1d) = o (2wftr - 4 r(3)
dB, a Il-dB compression point of +-7 dBm, and a noise
figure of 2.2 dB. The Il-dB compression point can be im- where A0 is the peak carrier amplitude, f, is the carrier
proved by adjusting the bias of the last stage. The ampli- frequency, and t(i) is the instantaneous phase fluctua-
ier is broad-band, providing at least 20 dB of gain from tion, sometimes referred to as phase noise. For most os-
8.5 to 11.5 GHz. Isolators were used at the input and out-r
put of the amplifier to minimize termination effects. The t oe s a nusn oe
sampling oscilloscope display of the 9.78-GHz CW signal processes. For sinusoidal modulation, the instantaneous
obtained is shown in Fig. 7. This waveform indicates that phase fluctuation is

* the jitter of the microwave signal is very small. ,(t = ur . (21f,,t) (4)

FREQUENCY STABILITY CHARACTERIZATION where powe is the modulation index (or peak phase devia-
The l0-GHz signal generated by this technique must tion) and f. is the frequency of the sinusoidal noise pro-

satisfy, general stability requirements so that it may be used cess. Middleton 122 has derived the power spectral den-
in the applications discussed in the introduction We may sity for sinusoidal phase modulation as
apply classical frequency stability measurement tech -2

niques 120] to obtain a quantitative measure of the sig- S(f) an o(+e
nal's short term stability. The short term stability is mos0t1 2 p-o c a, + s eai

easily evaluated by using the frequency domain descp- + a f (f).is im (5)
tion of the signal. This is done by representing the signal - (r t
output as a carrier modulated by AM and FM noise. The where J is the order Bessel function of the first kind.
discrete noise processes cause discrete spurious noise The spectrum obtained for sinusoidal angle modulation at
sidebands while random noise processes create a contin- a frequency f may be recognized as consisting of discrete
uous noise pedestal. For most oscillators, the AM noise sidebands spaced at multiples off about the carrier. The
sidebands are negligible in comparison to the FM side- power in the carrier and each of the sidebands is deter-
bands. This assumption may be validated by using a mined by the value of Since iui,, is the argument of
square law detector and measuring the power translated the Ressel functions in this expression, angle modulation
to baseband 1211. We are particularly interested in cal- is a nonlinear process. The nonlinearity of the angle-

- culating the rrns time jitter by considering the FM noise. modulation process may also be seen by computing the
Extreme care must be exercised when calculating the power spectral density of a multitone angle-modulated

total n is phase or timing jitter in an oscillator's output carrier. When more than one sinusoid simultaneously an-
signal. The most common method for determining the ms gle-modulates a carrier, sidebands of different amplitudes
jitter is to use the signal's RF power spectrum. Since there arc produced from the case of the superposition of sepa-

ali of the powerl Thspecr dnsty ofpreannglte-msig-al es rdcda fstfeuniscrepnigt

are possible pitfalls in the use of this method, a thorough rate sinusoidal modulation signals. Additional sidebands

lated carrier is provided. The RF power spectrum of a the beat frequencies of the modulating tones. To obtain
carrier which is angle-modulated by both continuous and the ms jitter of the signal, it is desired to compute
discrete signals is obtained by Middleton 122). Applica- So(f ), the baseband power spectral density of the mod-
tion of Middleton's results to noise in microwave trans- ulating process. The nonlinear behavior of the angle mod-
mtiers is discussed by Ashley ci al. 1231. The relation- ulation process creates difficulties in computing S t,(f)

e ships given in these references are used as an aid in from S fr(f).

I,-A
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The computation of S,.(f) from SR(f) can be sim- the signal At,, by making a summation of the equi,6-
plified when the modulation index is very small. The ap- alent noise sources on a power basis. The total rms time
proximations jitter calculated over the sideband frequency span be-

) tweenf, andf., is

J2(CW.). J3(p,,,,). J4(6",) 0 " (6) For the continuous noise process case, this summation be-
comes an integral. The frequency span must be specified

are valid for ,,, << 1. These approximations allow us when using this method for calculating the total timing
to treat angle modulation as a linear process when ut,,, is jitter, since the answer will depend on the amount of side-
extremely small. For this case, the power spectral density band power included. In our measurements, the resolution
can be approximated as [23] bandwidth and phase noise of the spectrum analyzer lim-

ited the lower frequency bound f, to 30 Hz. The upper
S-(f) = 6(f - fl) + - S,,(f - f,). (7) frequency bound f2 was limited to approximately 5 kHz.

2 4 It is now possible to discuss results obtained for signals

Therefore, for small u,,, the power spectral density of an produced by the optoelectronic source. The first measure-

angle-modulated carrier will consist of a discrete spike ments made were used to check if (7) could be applied to

representing the carrier along with Sm,,,,(f) which is trans- the spectral components of the switch output. Using the

lated from baseband to the carrier frequency fact that the Art, is a constant for each spectral compo-

An HP 8566B Spectrum Analyzer was used to accu- nent, the phase-noise to carrier power ratio for a given

rately measure SRF(f) for each of the spectral compo- sinusoidal component of the noise is given by

nents shown in Fig. 4. We found that (7) was valid for PIA'(fM) =2[rfoatm (fn)] 2  (12)
computing S,,m(f) at frequencies as low as 30 Hz for the p
spectral components between I and 4 GHz. To compute
the rms jitter, the single sideband phase noise spectral where n is the harmonic number and f 0 is the fundamental
density L(f) is used since it may be measured directly frequency (the pulse repetition rate). Phase-noise to car-
with the spectrum analyzer. L(f) is defined as ner power ratio measurements were made for several har-

monics of the switch output spectrum at an offset fre-
L(f) = P,,b(f) (8) quency of 150 Hz from the carrier. Fig. 8 shows these

PC results plotted on a log-log graph, compared to a line with

where P,5 b(f) is the single sideband phase noise power a slope of 2. The square-law dependence of the phase

in a 1-Hz bandwidth at a frequency f offset from the car- noise power to carrier power ratio for a pulse train can be
rier and P, is the carrier power. For the small modulation shown by applying results obtained in [24] for pulse po-

index case, (6) and (7) may be used to obtain sition modulation with a sinusoidal modulation signal.
The large deviation from the theory below I GHz pro-

L(f) = S,,,,(f) = 2 (f) (9) vides evidence that a large amount of AM noise is present
on the output signal. The large amount of AM noise is

where the rms phase deviation , is obtained from the most likely due to the Dye laser jet. To decrease the
peak phase deviation u,,,. The rms time jitter due to mod- amount of AM noise, a compressed Nd: YAG laser such
ulating noise at an offset frequency f, can be written in as the type described in [251 should be used as the source
terms of the carrier and sideband signal powers measured of the picosecond optical pulses. The compressed
in a l-Hz bandwidth as Nd: YAG laser system also has better frequency stability

than a synchronously pumped Dye laser system because
* P,,b(f,) there is only one laser contributing to the FM noise. Fur-

tn,(f,) = (10) ther AM noise suppression may be obtained by apply-
ing AM stabilization (commercially available) to the

In order to calculate the total rms jitter in the output Nd: YAG laser.
signal, it is helpful to consider the continuous noise ped- The total rms time jitter may be computed despite the
estal as a large number of sections of bandwidth Bv J2 1 ]. presence of AM noise. Fig. 8 shows that for the harmon-
The small angle-modulation index approximation allows ics above I GHz, the phase noise dominates over the AM
each section to be treated as an equivalent noise source noise. This allows us to use (11) to compute the total rms
with its mean frequency located it the center of its noise time jitter of the source. Fig. 9 shows the close in phase
band. When the small modulation index approximation noise of the 9.78-GHz component as measured by the
holds, angle-modulation may be treated as a linear pro- spectrum analyzer. Note that there is a continuous noise
cess so that the principle of superposition may be applied, pedestal as well as discrete sidebands located at multiples
This allows the computation of the total rms time jitter in of the 60-Hz power line frequency. Both types of noise

............ .. . .. .
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Fig 8 Squatr-la% dependence of phase noise tW Camer power ratio for n
= I to 110 These mca~urements were made at a frequency offset of 150
Hz from the camer

detected at the output of the RF source driving the
U -1 1 V t l 97 0 07 Nd: YAG mode-locker unit. These undesired spurious re-

UURlU hUIT.C ' l sponses may be reduced by utilizing a more stable RF
rIENW I E1E011310 source for the mode-locker. The total rms time jitter could
ILiEIE F901110" -- dlm not be computed accurately at 978 GHz because the phase

EII.' NE
noise data plotted above the validity line as suggested by
HP.

" mmmim m mm. Kolner et al. [25] have measured the rms timing jitter
A" of a mode-locked and compressed Nd: YAG laser by uti-

" 50 9.8 lizing an electrooptic sampling technique. They have cal-""50 H x 9.78 GH r uae n u p rl mto sr sjte o l cu to
Fig 9. Power spectrum showing close-in phase noise of the 9.78-GHz culated an upper limit of II ps rms jitter for fluctuation

spectral component. Both continuous and discrete noise processes may frequencies above 10 Hz. Currently the most effective
be measured, method of decreasing the time fluctuations in the output

of a mode-locked laser is phase locking the output of the
processes contribute to the total rms time jitter and must laser to the reference RF source drivirg the mode-locker
be computed separately. To compute the contribution of unit. Rodwell et al. [26] have reduced the total time fluc-
jitter due to the continuous noise pedestal, the phase noise tuations of a compressed mode-locked Nd: YAG laser
to carrier power ratio was measured for several offset fre- from 2.9 to 0.9 ps rms with this method.
quencies and plotted for the 4-GHz spectral component as
shown in Fig. 10. The data seems to follow a 1 If2 and a CONCLUSION
1/f 3 dependence as indicated by the lines drawn through We have described a new technique of producing CW
the data. This data was integrated with f, = 30 Hz and f2 microwave signals which are phase coherent to a mode-
= 5 kHz to obtain a value of A tn, of 1.81 ps. As a check locked laser source. Extensive measurements have been
on the validity of the small modulation index approxi- made to calculate the frequency stability of the CW signal
mation, Hewlett Packard [19] suggests using a 10- generated. The total rms time jitter of the 10-GHz signal
dB/decade line with a y-axis intercept of -30 dB as produced in our experiment is approximately 3.53 ps. This
shown above the data points in Fig. 10. The small mod- number has been computed by the RF spectrum method
ulation index approximation is valid for measured phase from the sideband phase noise power between 30 Hz and
noise to carrier power ratio data below this line as it In- 5 kHz. Methods of improving both the AM noise fluctua-
dicates a maximum peak phase deviation 0.2 rad when tions and the rms timing jitter have been discussed. It is
integrated over any one decade of frequency. The contri- presently assumed that the jitter in the microwave CW

bution from the deterministic noise processes was corn- signals generated by this technique is mainly due to laser
puted to be 3.03 ps giving a total rms time jitter of 3.53 jitter. We are currently working on a technique that will
ps for a CW signal produced by any of the spectral corn- allow us to measure the small amount of additional jitter
ponents. Most of these discrete noise processes could be contributed by the switch. Stabilization of the YAG laser
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Fig 10 Single stdeband phase noise spectral density for the 4-GHz spec-
tral component Discrete noise data is not included
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APPENDIX 8

Fe:InGaAs Picosecond Optoelectronic Switches

E. A. Chauchard and Chi H. Lee

Electrical Engineering Department

University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

V. Diadiuk and G. W. Turner

Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Lincoln Laboratory

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-9973V
* ABSTRACT

The different phenomena which contribute to the time response of Fe:InGaAs

photoconductive switches were studied with picosecond resolution. Electrode

fabrication process can modify drastically the device performance. Screening of

* the applied electric field by the photogenerated carriers was found to be very

large.
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Fe:InGaAs Picosecond Optoelectronic Switches

E.A. Chauchard and Chi H. Lee

Electrical Engineering Department

University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

V. Diadiuk and G.W. Turner

Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Lincoln Laboratory

Lexington, MA 02173-0073

Since the discovery of picosecond photoconductivity , optoelectronic

switches made of a variety of materials have been studied1 . A great number of

applications have already been recognized and many new techniques depend on the

availability of ultrafast (picosecond) devices. The switches studied in this

work are Fe doped InGaAs grown on InP substrates. The semi-insulating character

of the Fe:InCaAs epilayer makes it a very attractive material for fabrication of

2
integrated devices such as PIN photodetectors and FET. This material also

exhibits a very high mobility (10000 cm 2/Vs) and a light sensitivity extending

up to 1.65 Wn. The fabrication of a switch by deposition of metallic electrodes

allows us to assess the switch characteristics as well as to test the material

optical properties for other applications. Studying the speed of a device often

reveals several phenomena which can appear as distinct time constants in the

observed time waveform. The attribution of each of these different time con-

stants to a particular cause Is difficult and often inaccurate. The phenomena

contributing to the device speed can be classified into two main categories:

carrier recombination times (bulk recombination, surface recombination, Auger

recombination, etc.) and effects related to the applied electric field (carrier

sweep-out). In addition, two other effects can contribute to the observed time

2
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waveform: contact fabrication which plays a role because of the formation of a

Schottky barrier at the metal-semiconductor interface and optical intensity

which can saturate the switch and lead to slower response times.

This paper presents a study of the effect of the applied electric field on

the speed of different devices. We point out the distinction between the carrier

recombination time, the carrier sweep-out effect due to the field-induced move-

ment of the carriers and the effects due to Schottky barriers at the electrodes.

This last effect was investigated by comparing the responses of switches made of

the same material but with different electrode fabrication techniques. Two types

of contacts were used: e-beam evaporated gold which was not alloyed, and e-bea=

evaporated NiGeAu which was alloyed for 20 sec. at 420 *C. Table 1 sum arizes

the characteristics of the switches. Two different gap geometries-straight gap

and interdigitated- were also compared. The light source used in this work was

a CW mode-locked dye laser synchronously pumped by Nd:YAG laser, producing 3 ps

pulses at a repetition rate of 100 MHz. The observations were made with a

Tektronix sampling scope. Fig. I shows some examples of waveforms observed for

switch #3.

Switch response time was studied for an applied voltage varying between

0.2 V and 10 V. The output waveforms were analysed by digitizing by computer and

displaying on a semi-logarithmic scale. It could then be noticed that the wave-

form decay was of single or double exponential shape. The decay time constants

were determined by fitting one or two straight lines to the display. Figure 2 a

and b are plots of the observed decay time-constants for switches with gold and

alloyed electrodes respectively. When two components of the time constant could

be resolved on the oscilloscope trace, the slower component was represented on

Figure 2 by a solid line, while the faster component was represented by a dotted

line. It can be seen that the slower component of the switches with gold

6 3
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electrodes varied drastically with applied bias voltage. This strong effect was

not observed with any of the alloyed electrode switches (for clarity, only three

sets of data were plotted although a greater number of devices were studied). We

interpret this fact as follows. The non-alloyed electrodes create a potential

barrier at the metal-semiconductor interface where the photogenerated carriers

can be trapped. Increasing the electric field lowers the barrier and allows the

carriers to flow, increasing the speed of the device. For the switches with

alloyed electrodes, the barrier is much lower so the device is faster and there

is little effect of the applied field. For one of the alloyed electrodes

switches (#5), a slight dependence of the slower decay time constant on the bias

voltage is visible. This may be due to an unsuccessful step in the alloying

process for this particular device. The results of Fig. 2 show that in order to

obtain a fast device even at low bias voltage, alloyed electrodes are required.

The faster component of the decay probably reflects the actual carrier

recombination time of the material, although this cannot be assured for the

following reason. When a voltage is applied across the gap, the electric field

3,4
sweeps out the carriers, increasing the speed of the device 4 When determined

by sweep-out, the device response time is expected to vary linearly with the

applied field. lowever, the results of Fig. 2 show that the decay time of these

switches does not decrease further than 150 ps. The gap capacitance Is too small

to explain this value. This effect could be due to the fact that the carrier

mobility saturates at high fields, so a saturated value of velocity should be

expected. However, if one makes the simple assuptions that the device response

time corresponds to the time needed by the carriers to cross the gap and that

the electric field In the gap equals the bias voltage divided by the gap length,

the reported mobility data 5 yield a device response time much faster than the

observed one. This would indicate that the electric field In the gap is much

smaller than the value expected from the applied voltage. For instance, with
4
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10 V bias in the 3 vm switch (#3), the device response time leads to a carrier

velocity of 12 x 105 cm/s, corresponding to an effective field 270 times smaller

than the field expected from the applied voltage. Thus, screening of the field

by the photogenerated carriers6 seems to be very important at this relatively

high injection level. The existence of trap states in the material, which could

be responsible of a long component In the device response, has been tested by

Illuminating the device with an HeNe laser beam in addition to the picosecond

dye laser pulses. No change was observed in the time response of the devices,

implying that significant density of traps is not present.

The switch response time was also a function of the intensity of the illu-

mination. As the light intensity was increased, the device response became

slower and the output pulse exhibited a flat top. This saturation phenomenan

has been explained in ref. 7. At low light level, the devices were in general

slightly faster than shown on Fig. 2. This shows that the effective electric

field in the gap was slightly higher since less photogenerated carriers provide

less screening of the applied field. Little differences were observed in the

time responses of the straight gap switches and the interdigitated switches.

The study of a number Fe:InGaAs switches with different design parameters

(gap size and geometry, electrode fabrication process) by varying the applied

electric field and light intensity led to the observation of several distinct

phenomena which contribute to the time response of the device. In particular,

electrode fabrication process can modify drastically the switch performance.

Gold electrodes deposited on the surface were found to increase the response

time, particularly at low bias voltages. Alloyed NiGeAu electrodes are more

suitable for obtaining faster devices. The screening of the field by the

carriers can be estimated by the method presented here and was found to decrease

the effective field in the switch by a very large factor.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Waveform observed for switch 03 biased at different voltages.

a: 10 V, b: 7 V, c: 4 V, d: 2V, e: I V, f: 0.2 V.

Fig. 2. Decay time constants versus bias voltage for Fe:InCaAs switches with:

" (a) gold contacts, (b) NiGeAu alloyed contacts. Points joint with

solid or dotted lines represent, respectively, the slowest and fastest

component of the decay.

V (a): C) switch #1, A : switch #2, 0 : switch #3.

(b): E : switch #4, A : switch #5, 0 : switch #6.
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Table 1. Description of devices

Switch Material Cap Gap Electrode
# Size Geometry Type

I Fe*I~a~s 0 straght A

2 Fe:lnGaAs 20 straight Au

2 Fe:ThGaAs 30 straight Au

4 Fe:In~aAs 30 straight Nieu

5 Fe:ln~aAs 6 fingers NiGeAu

6 Fe:lnGaAs 5 straight NiGeAu

JO.
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SAPPENDIX 9

Q-28
Generatim of Kilowatt/Xilovolt Broadband

Hicowave Bursts with a Single Picosecond
Photoconductive Switch

.rayr A. Sayadian. H.C. Li. and Chi H. Lee
_%'.Department of Electrical Engineering
P','-'. University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742
301-454-6832, 6852

ABSTRACT half the DC charged voltage. The electric pulse
excites the resonant cavity through coupling ele-

A single picosecond GaAs photoconductive ment A1 . Cbupling element A2 allows the extrac-
switch I used to pulse excite a microwave reso- tlion of the generated microwaves frou the excited
nant cavity, generating various microwave wave- cavity, to be observed by a I us risetime storage
form. The generation of over 7 kW, with peak to scope. Two important and useful parameters that
peak voltage over 1.2 kV, of broadband microwave control the waveform, and hence the frequency
bursts is demonstrated. distribution, of the generated microwaves are i)

strength of the coupling provided by A1 and
A2 , and i1) length of the coaxial line C2
connecting the GaAs switch to Ai.

1hTRODUCT1O0% In fig. 2 we show a typical electric pulse
('1.25 kV in magnitude and 2 us in duration) used% In the last few years. there has been a great to excite the cavities. The width of the pulse is

interest in the generation of coherent adcrowave determined by the length of the charged coaxial
pulses using ultrashort optical pulses (1-4). line Cl. The rise time is determined by that of
These techniques use optical pulses to trigger the optical trigger pulse.
photoconductive switches, thus allowing picosecond
synchronization of the generated microwave pulses. RESULTS
.owever, drawbacks of the exported methods are 1)
the low voltage and power outputs (1.2). and 11) In Fig. 3 we show the effects of coupling (Al
the large number of photoconductive switches to be and A2) and the length of C2. The generated wave-
triggered (3,4). Earlier we demonstrated conver- form using the 300 MUh cavity, is due to 'strong-
sio of DC energy to single frequency RF energy, couplings at Al and A2 . A strong coupling is
albeit at low voltage and power, using a single obtained by directly connecting the center wire of
switch and a coaxial resonant cavity (5). In this an input/output coaxial line to the center wire of
paper we show the versatility of this technique. the coaxial resonant cavity. The generated wave-
Among the different waveforms generated, we have form can be explained as follows; some of the
produced over 7 kilowatts of broadband, single incident voltage pulse on A1 excites the cavity.
cycle, microwave pulses of peak to peak voltage of while some Is reflected with a change in sign
over 1.2 kV with over 502 energy conversion (since the effective impedance of A1 Is less than
efficiency. the characteristic impedance of C2 ). The

reflected pulse suffers an open circuit reflection
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM at the switch (thus keeping the sme sign) and is

incident on Aj repeating the above process. The
Schematic of the experimental arragement is ratio of the magnitudes of successive pulses Is

shown I rig. 1. Coastal slotted lines were used constant, and depends on the coupling strength.
as quarter wave resonant cavities. Specifically, The time between successive pulse excitations is
a 25 cm long HP slotted line cavity, resonating at given by twice the travel time in the length of C2
300 Pgts. and 9 ce long homemade cavity, resonating (20 as round trip time in this case). Note that
at I Git, were used. These resonanant frequencies the first cycle has a peak to beak voltage of

are for high Q operation of the cavities. An al.2 kV, and that the peak power Is over 7 kWatts.
active-passive mode-locked Nd:YAG laser is used to The energy conversion efficiency, including all the
generate - I mJ of 1.06 we radiation, of 100 pco- reflected pulses, is over 501.
second pulsewidth, with repetition rate of I k.
to trigger the GaAs switch. 7he performance of In Fig. 4 we show the affect of changing the
GAs switches were tested, under C bias of up to couplings and the length of C2 . Intermediate
A hY, W th 1.06 n pulses for several thousand connection for A2) to used to excite the 1 GHz
con ecutive shots without any observable degrada- cavity, together with a S a (double travel time)
tioe in performance. long C2 . Note the relatively larger voltages of

• c t h s h tthe reflected pulses due to the week coupling at" Activating the GaAs swritch by7 the optical Wtas 41 .

generates a rectangular electric pulse of at most
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Ini Fig. 5 we show the waveform generated by ACNOWLEDGM1ENTS
the I GHz cavity with stong couplings and with a

w0.5 no (double travel time) long C2  Note that This work was supported in part by the Air

the width of the generated single cycle pulse is Force Office of Scientific Research and the %aval

larger than the period of the resonance frequency. Research LAboratory.

There are several reasons for this, the most

Important of which are; i) the nonzero (0.5 ns) REFERENCES

time shift between the (successive) added
microwave pulses. 1i) the loading of the cavity. I. G. Nourou. C.V. Stemcaupiano. A. Antonettl
and ii) the finite risetime of the scope. The and A. Orszag, AppI. Phys. Lett. 38. 470

waveform generated by the 300 MHz cavity with (1981),also C. Mourou, C.V. Stemcampiano, and r.

strong couplings and with a 0.5 ns long C2 is Blu.enthal, ibid, 39, 295 (1981).

shown in Fig. 6. 2. R.Heidemann, T. Pfiffer and D. Jager,
Elect. ett., 19, 316 (1983).

Finally, a relatively high Q factor is 3. A. oradian, AppI. Pjyb. Lett. .5. 49.

obtained for the cavity when the coupling is weak (1984).

(loop antennae for Aj and A2 ). In this case the 4. C.S. Chang, M.C. Jeng, N.J. Rhee, Chi H.

triggered electrical pulse excites the cavity at Lee, A. Rosen, and H. Davis. IEEE MTT-S
its resonant frequency through A,. while A2  International Microwave Symposium Digest (19b.),

allowes the extraction of the generated narrow pp. 540-51.
band microwaves. In Fig. 7 we show the observed 5. M.G. Li, C.H. Lee, A. Caroglanian, E.A.

waveform for the I GHz cavity when C2 is -5 ns Greene, C.Y. She, P. Polak-Dingles, and A. Rusen,

long. Note that over 100 mW of I GHz RF Is in Picosecond Electronics and Opto-electronics.

generated, with an estimated bandwidth of less Proceedings Topical Meeting. Nevada, 1985, Eds.

than 10 MHz. The modulated envelope is due to MIurou, Bloon, and Lee, pp. 216-219.

beating between the cavity resonant frequency and 6. H.A. Sayadian, S.T. Feng, J. Gold.ar, an
the length of C2 . The nonzero dip of the envelope C.H. Lee, in Picosecond of Electronics and

is caused by the relatively long lifetime of the Optoelectronics, Proceedings of second Topical

switch (few ns) when excited by a 1.06 m. trigger Meeting. Nevada, 1987, Eds. Lee, Leonerger.

pulse. This -smears" the effective length of C2  Capasso, and torkoc.

and hence affects the beating with the cavity 7. H.A. Sayadian, M.G. L1, And C.H. Lee (to be
resonance frequency. Indeed we have observed a published).
zero dip in the envelope when a short lifetime
switch is used (e.g. Cr doped GaAs or 0.53Im
trigger pulse.). Unfortunately the use of 0.53mr

to trigger high voltage pulses is not practical

(6).

The use of spectrum analysers, to examine the
frequency distribution of the high voltage high

power microwave bursts (Figs. 3-6), is not
feasable due to the short duration of the bursts

and their low repitition rate. owever, more than
qualitative Information can be obtained by theore-

tical methods (7). The calculated frequency
distribution of the power In single cycle (with
positive and negative parts, as in Figs. 5,6)
electrical pulses, with a period of i, shows that

the main lobe extends up to 211. The significance
of this is evident once one realizes that, similar

calculations for one sided electrical pulses (as

in Fig. 2) show that the main lobe extends up to
* I/ only. The frequency distribution for the

waveforam In Figs. 3,4 is given by that for a

single pulse divided by [1*s
2

-2a cos(2'ft 5 ) ]
where a is negative of the ratio of magnitudes of
successive pulses (this depends on the coupling
strenth) and to is the separation between sec-

cessive pulses (round trip length of C2 ).

0 : CONCLUSION

We have shown the versatility of microwave
generation, through the excitation of a resonant
cavity with a aingle high voltage pulse, triggered

by a photoconductive switch. The high power
microwave bursts generated may find important

applications in high resolution phased array radar

operation.
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C1i ,o mcC2,me

fig. I Schematic of the experimental arrangement. S is GaAs photoconduc-

tive switch. Al and A2 are input/output cavity coupling elements.

C1 and C2 are coaxial cables. The resistance (R) and inductance L)

provide isolation between the DC power supply and the charged line

C 1.

Fig. 2 Typical electric pulse, generated by optically triggering the photo-

conductive switch, used to excite the cavities.

Tit 10 nsl0

Fig. 3 Microwave pulse generated using the 300 M~z cavity with strongly

coupled AI and A2 (Cee text for definition of coupling strength) and

20 ns (round trip) long C2 .
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Fig. 4 Microwave pulse generated using the I CHz
cavity with Intermediate coupling and 5 no

715.5 Microwave pulse generated using the I CHz
cavity with strong coupling and %0.5 ns
long C2 .

Fig. 6 Microwave pulse generated using the 300
'' l Mz cavity with strong coupling and %0.5 ns .

long C2.

'' 1 ,, ,' C,,.

Fig. 7 Kictowave generation using the I G~z .

O. cavity with weak coupling and %5 ns loriR

C2.( 2V / vert. div. lOns / hor. dlv.
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